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I. DESCR.IPl10N OF TIlE COURT 

A. JUDICIAL REsOURCES 

The District of Maine, although a huge geographical area, is a relatively small court serving a population 

of approximately 1.2 million people. Court is held regularly both in Portland, Maine's largest city and the 

District headquarters, and in Bangor, located 135 miles north of Portland. There are no divisions. 

Two district judges, one full-time magistrate judge and one part-time magistrate judge preside in Portland 

and one district judge and one full-time magistrate judge preside in Bangor. Both the full-time magistrate judges 

have been authorized to perform the full range of duties permitted by law and the district judges regularly 

encourage lawyers to consent to the trials of civil cases by the magistrate judges. 

B. SPECIAL STATUl'ORY STATUS 

Not applicable. 

C. CURRENT CIVIL CASE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

In accordance with Rule 2 of the Local Rules of the District, new civil cases are filed based on the county 

in which the action arose. Cases arising out of the northern and eastern counties of Aroostook, Franklin, 

Hancock, Kennebec, Penobscot, Piscataquis, Somerset, Waldo, and Washington are filed and ordinarily tried in 

Bangor. These cases, which represent roughly one-third of the new filings each year, are assigned upon filing 

to the district judge in Bangor. Those cases arising out of the counties of Androscoggin, Cumberland, Knox, 

Lincoln, Oxford, Sagadaboc and York are filed and ordinarily tried in Portland. The Portland cases are randomly 

assigned by the Clerk to the resident Portland judges by lot, so that each is assigned an equal number of new 

filings. 

There are three minor exceptions to the assignment process. First, all the cases in which the State of 

Maine, a state officer or a state agency is a party would ordinarily be assigned to the one resident judge in Bangor 

because the state capital, Augusta, is located in Kennebec County. To avoid the inequities that could result by 

such an allocation (many of the cases where the State is a defendant involve difficult constitutional issues), these 

cases are randomly assigned to each of the three judges so that each receives an equal number. Similarly, all 

appeals from the bankruptcy court to the district court are assigned by lot to the three district judges regardless 

ofwhere the bankruptcy action may have arisen. Finally, although Knox County cases are to be filed in Portland, 

those actions brought by inmates at the Maine State Prisons in Thomaston and Warren are filed in Bangor and 

automatically referred to the magistrate judge in Bangor. 

For the most part, the judges of the District of Maine utilize the individual calendar system and each 

judge oversees his own caseload. A team of two deputy clerks is assigned to each district judge and is 

responsible for performing all the civil and criminal docketing, scheduling, case management practices and 

courtroom work for that judge. 
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Each year the clerk prepares a master calendar of trial sessions for the coming year. Utilizing this master 

calendar, the court issues in each case a Rule 16 Schedu1ing Order that identifies the month in which that matter 

will be scheduled for trial. The master calendar is also shared with the United States Attorney's office so that 

prosecutors may, as much as possible, schedule the prosecution of new criminal cases to avoid scheduling 
conflicts. 

. The judges' trial calendars are prepared throughout the year by each team respectively. Periodically, joint 

trial lists are prepared in which 2 judges or perhaps all 3 preside over the trials of cases set on a single list in 

either Portland or Bangor. The use of joint trial lists has been very successful. The parties are assured that all 

the cases scheduled for trial will in fact be reached since the unavailability of one judge will not require the 

continuance of the trial. Additionally, the practice provides the judges with the opportunity to work together and 

exposes the trial lawyers throughout the District to each of the judges. 

ll. ASSESSMENT OF CONDmONS IN nus DISTRICT 

A. CONDmON OF THE DocKET 

1. CURRENT STATUS OF THE CIVIL AND ClUMINAL DocKETs 

(a) CIVIL DocKET 

After several years ofunprecedented growth in the District's caseload during the early 1980's, the number 

of new filings began to decline in 19871, following a record high of 1,018 total filings in 1986. The decline 

lasted only three years. Total filings increased 11 % in 1990 and 6% in 1991. This recent growth runs counter 

to the national trend in which total filings decreased 5 % in 1990 and 4% in 1991. In 4 of the past 5 years, the 

District of Maine has led all districts in the First Circuit in the total number of filings per judgeship. During 

1991 there were 834 total filings in the District, the highest number since 1988. 

The recent general decline of civil filings nationally has resulted in part from a significant decrease in the 

number of new filings based upon diversity of citizenship. In 1990, national diversity filings decreased by 15% 

and in 1991 by 11 %. Perhaps the major reason for this decline is the congressional legislation, effective May 

18, 1989, that increased the minimum jurisdictional amount in diversity cases from $10,000 to $50,000. 

Interestingly, however, and in contrast to the national trend, during each of the past 5 years diversity filings in 

the District of Maine have remained relatively constant. Although there was an immediate decline in diversity 

filings following the 1989 legislation, the number of filings in 1991 jumped to 181, the highest since 1987 and 

now represents one-fourth of the total caseload. ~ Table 1. 

1 All references are to statistical years, July 1 - June 30, and, unless otherwise noted, the caseload and filing 
figures are from the annual Management Statistics for United States Courts published by the Administrative Office 
of the United States Courts. 
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TABLE 1 

CIVIL CASES FILED IN MAINE BY DIVERSITY OF CmZENSIDP 

Total Civil Diversity Percent of Total 
Filinp Filinp Pending Civil Cases 

1991 691 181 26% 
1990 661 142 21% 
1989 607 171 28% 
1988 736 160 22% 
1987 857 185 22% 

Moreover, the number of cases removed from state court to federal court in Maine has more than tripled 

since 1989. In 1989, 29 state cases, representing 5% of the total civil caseload, were removed to the District 

of Maine. In 1991,91 cases, representing 13% of the civil cases, were removed from state court. This increase 

is in part a consequence of the more than 30 bank foreclosure actions that were removed during 1991 by the 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation under legislation permitting it to do so where it has taken over failed state 

financial institutions. (The New England economic recession has produced a significant increase in litigation 

involving banks, some of which have now been taken over by the FDIC.) The increase in removals is also 

attributable to significant uncertainty and delays in the state court system, which is grappling with an increasing 

caseload in the face of severe budgeting problems and unfilled judicial vacancies. 

Despite the increase in civil filings the court has made significant progress in reducing the number of 

pending cases. Over the past 7 years, the total number of civil and criminal cases pendin~ in the District has 

decreased 54 percent, from the high of 1,061 cases in 1984 to 575 pending cases in 1991. As shown in Table 

2, in almost every year since 1984 the number of terminations in the district has outpaced the number of new 

filings. While there has been a steady increase nationally in the ratio of pending cases to terminated cases (up 

to .97 in 1989) the ratio in the District of Maine has decreased in each of the past several years and was 

remarkably only .65 in 1991. 

TABLE 2 

DISl'R.ICI' OF MAINE WORKLOAD STATISTICS 

Filinp Tenninations Pending Cases 

1984 981 969 1061 
1985 972 1037 996 
1986 1018 1054 960 
1987 990 1086 864 
1988 864 970 758 
1989 708 805 660 
1990 786 782 627 
1991 834 876 575 
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Additionally, and in contrast to the national trend, in each of the past several years the median time from 

filing to disposition for civil cases has declined in the District of Maine. As indicated in Table 3, in 1991, the 

median time from filing to disposition was 8 months, ranking the District the nineteenth best out of the 94 

districts in the nation and the second best in the First Circuit. (Civil median time does not include prisoner 

petitions, land condemnation cases, and all recovery of overpayments and enforcement of judgment cases 

[primarily student loan and VA overpayments] which, if included, would further reduce the median disposition 

time.) 

TABLE 3 


DISI'RIcr OF MAINE 


MEDIAN TIME FROM FILING TO DISPOSITION 

(in months) 

Civil 8 9 9 10 11 9 

The median time for disposition of civil cases would likely be improved if the parties more frequently 

consented to trial before the magistrate judges. Such a consent ordinarily results in the case being specially 

assigned to trial on a date certain, which can be an attractive alternative to the district judges' trailing lists of 

cases. The fact remains, however, as reflected in Table 4, that the parties consent to trial before the magistrate 

judges in less than 4 percent of the civil cases. 

TABLE 4 

DISI'RIcr OF MAINE CONSENT CASES 

Number of Total Pending Percentage of 
Consent Cases CaseJoad CaseJoad 

Dec. 1987 136" 708 19% 

June 1988 0- 607 0% 

Dec. 1988 3 541 0% 

June 1989 23- 536 4% 

Dec. 1989 19 526 4% 

June 1990 14 528 3% 

Dec. 1990 14 474 3% 

June 1991 13 466 3% 

Dec. 1991 13 457 3% 

June 1992 19 4C3 5% 


• The full-time magistrate was assigned to all asbestos cases. 
- Magistrate position was vacant from 6/10/88 to 10/11/88. 

- As of 3120/89 there were two full-time magistrates. 
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As the number of pending cases has decreased, the docket has become more and more current. In 1991, 

there were only 8 pending 3-year-old cases in the District, representing 1.7% of the total civil caseload. This 

is substantially lower than the national average, which in 1991 was 11.8%. For the statistical year ending June 

30, 1992, there were only 4 pending 3-year old cases in the District, representing 0.5% of the caseload. The 

national average for June, 1992, was 8.7%. ~ Table 5. Of the 402 civil cases pending in the Districr on 

October 1, 1992, 294 (73%) were filed in calendar year 1992, and 85 cases (21 %) were filed in calendar year 

1991. ~ Table 6. 

In summary, the present state of the civil docket in the District of Maine is excellent. Civil cases are 

routinely assigned for trial and terminated within 8 months of filing. Only a few matters are ordinarily under 

advisement for more than 60 days and rarely are any matters under advisement for more than 6 months. As of 

June 30, 1992, fewer than 1 % of the civil cases had been pending for more than 3 years. Since the third 

judgeship was filled in August 1991, it is expected that this record will improve still further in the years ahead. 

TABLES 

DISTRICT OF MAINE 

Three Year Old Civil Cases 
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2 The District of Maine figures do not include asbestos cases which are no longer in the District, having been 
transferred by the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation to the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. 
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TABLE 6 

DISTRICT OF MAINE 

Pending Civil Caseload 
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(b) CRIMINAL DocKET 

Like the civil docket, the number of new criminal filings in the District of Maine continues to increase 

annually and the District has ranked either first or second each year since 1982 among all the districts in the First 

Circuit in new felony filings. As in every court, the criminal docket has had a significant impact on the 

management of the civil docket. 

Because the Speedy Trial Act requires the court to act swiftly on criminal matters, as the number of 

criminal filings increased there has necessarily been a diversion of judicial time and resources to manage the 

increased criminal caseload. As a result of these efforts, the median time for the disposition of criminal felony 

cases has similarly decreased each of the last 2 years and was 5.7 months in 1991. Aside from the increasing 

number of filings, the complexity of the criminal matters before the court is greater than in the past and there 

is every expectation to believe that trend will continue. 
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TABLE 7 


DISTRICT OF MAINE 


MEDIAN TIME FROM FILING TO DISPOSITION 

(in months) 


Criminal Felony 5.7 7.1 8.7 5.7 5.7 5.4 

Over the past 2 years, the United States Attorney's Office and the Department of Justice have undertaken 
a number of criminal justice initiatives that will have a substantial impact on available judicial resources. These 
new initiatives are primarily in the areas of financial institution frauds, economic crime in general, environmental 
crime, and weapons-related armed career criminal prosecutions. 

However, currently in the District of Maine, substance prosecutions continue to comprise the majority 
of the cases on the criminal docket. The number ofdefendants prosecuted for drug law violations increased from 
23 defendants in 1981 to 100 defendants in 1990, falling slightly to 88 in 1992. 

According to the United States Attorney, the number of drug prosecutions is likely to level off as a result 
of the effort of the federal and state governments in Maine to bring many more drug case prosecutions in the state 
court system. Prior to 1988 and the implementation of Maine's Intergovernmental Drug Enforcement Act of 
1987, many cases now filed in state court would have been prosecuted in federal court. The policy of the United 
States Attorney'S office reserves federal prosecution for the more complex or organizationally based drug 
offenses. 

The United States Attorney expects there to be a significant increase in financial institution fraud 
prosecutions in the next several years and has been allocated one new attorney position for work in this area. 

During the recent past, the Department ofJustice, working jointly with the Treasury Department's Bureau 
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, has initiated a program of assistance to state and local prosecutive entities 
focusing upon career criminals who use firearms in violent or drug trafficking crimes. This initiative has 
produced an increase in the number of defendants prosecuted for weapons and firearms offenses; however, these 
cases are relatively straightforward and usually do not go to trial. 

The trend of increasing complexity is present in other areas. In 1990, the largest environmental criminal 
case ever prosecuted in the District of Maine was brought. This case also involved the second largest criminal 
fine ever imposed in the nation for a hazardous waste related offense. 

In addition to the separate category of financial institution fraud, the United States Attorney's office has 
also undertaken an initiative with respect to the prosecution of economic crime. Exemplifying this increasing 

emphasis, 3 prosecutions in the last 2-3 years involved the largest cases (of this type) in dollar amounts ever 

prosecuted in the history of the District of Maine for government program fraud, commercial fraud, and defense 
procurement fraud. Again, the trend is toward a new area of criminal enforcement, more complicated subject 

matter, and more demands upon the resources of the court. 
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Demands on the time of magistrate judges are likely to increase moderately as immigration law 
enforcement is tightened. The United States Attorney has recently undertaken an initiative to coordinate law 

enforcement activities on both sides of the Maine-Canadian border. As with weapons-related offenses, 

prosecutions in this area are not numerous or complex. Nonetheless, the cumulative effect produces a trend of 

new crimes, tighter enforcement, more aggressive prosecution, and, for the court, a greater demand on resources. 

The Federal Sentencing Guidelines continue to have a significant Jemand on court resources. The 

Guidelines have radically changed judicial sentencing policies and have required the court to interpret, administer, 

and effectuate a complex formula in the sentencing of criminal defendants, which frequently requires a mini-trial 

for the purposes of determining the appropriate sentence. The allocation of judicial and administrative resources 

to new criminal proceedings necessarily diverts those resources that might otherwise be available for the civil 
docket. 

In summary, federal law enforcement and the demands it places upon the federal courts reflect the 

increasing complexity and diversity of the problems our society faces. In the next decade, prosecutions will 

involve crimes and subject matter that were not significantly represented on the court's docket even 5 years ago. 

Many of these new areas, such as financial institution fraud and environmental crime, are complex and in other 

areas of the country have required significant allocations of judicial resources. The result is an identifiable, 

substantial impact on the civil justice system. 

2. TRENDs IN CIVIL FILINGS AND RFsULTlNG DEMANDS ON TIlE COURT'S RFsOURCES 

The civil docket of the federal court in the District of Maine is significantly affected by three principal 

forces beyond the court's control: the impact of new federal legislation, the indirect effect of policies and 

problems in the state government and state court system, and the economic and sociological character of the 

District. It is not possible to trace the impact of these forces precisely, but general paradigms can be used to 

illustrate the effect of these forces, the trend likely to be seen in the predictable future, and the demands these 

effects have on the court's resources. 

(a) IMPACI' OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION 

New federal legislation can have a dramatic impact on the number and complexity of cases filed on the 

civil docket. A clear example of this impact can be seen in the changes in social security legislation in the last 

decade. In 1980, Congress passed legislation that required an accelerated review of existing disability cases. 

At the administrative level, the Social Security Administration, through a series of policy changes. tightened the 

disability standards, particularly in the area of what constituted a "severe" impairment. As a result of this review, 

460,000 people were terminated between 1981 and 1984, a fourfold increase over the prior 3-year perilxl. In 

September, 1984, Congress enacted Pub.L. No. 98-460, the Social Security Disability Benefits Reform Act of 

1984. This statute included a moratorium on the disability review process or mental impairment cases, the largest 

proportion of the termination cases and largely put an end to the Administration's interpretation. 

The effect of these legislative and administrative changes on the District of Maine was dramatic because 

the termination of and denial of social security disability cases involving mental impairments accounted for at least 
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15 percent of the case filings in Maine at that time as estimated by legal service organizations. When in 1984 

statutory amendments required the Social Security Administration to revise standards for evaluating mental 

impairment cases, the result was not only a suspension of termination cases involving mental impairments, but 

also reviews, including remands of pending court cases, to redetermine the eligibility of initial claimants who 

were alleging a disability based on a mental impairment. 

The effect upon the civil docket was obviou~. As Table 8 shows, the number of social security filings 

rocketed from 42 in 1982 to 131 in 1983, representing 15 percent of the total cases filed in the district. The trend 

continued higher in 1984. The legislative changes in 1984 produced an immediate and dramatic downward impact 

on filings, with the result that social security filings were cut in half between 1984 and 1986. shrinking from 16 

percent of the total number of filings to 7 percent. With the exception of a one year spike in 1987. filings 

continued their downward trend, leveling off at 15 filings, representing 2 percent of the total cases, in 1990 and 
in 1991. 

TABLES 

DISTRICT OF MAINE 
Social Security Filings 1982-1991 

Soc. Sec. Flllnge 
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The immediate effect of changes in federal legislation can be seen in other areas. For example. although 

there was a national decline in diversity filings foIIowing the increase in the jurisdictional minimum in 1989. 

diversity filings in the District of Maine are now at their highest level in five years. partly because of the 

increasing number of diversity cases which are removed from the state court to the federal court. Similarly. the 

large number of cases removed from state court is also a consequence of federal legislation permitting the Federal 
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Deposit Insurance Corporation to remove pending state court cases to federal court where it has succeeded to the 

interests of failed insured financial institutions. The result is an immediate and unanticipated increase in the civil 

docket that is unlikely to dissipate as long as New England's recession continues to produce litigation resulting 

from the collapse of the real estate market. 

Other changes in federal law, particularly those granting private rights of action, directly increase the 

demands on the court's resources. The District of Maine, like other districts in the country, has seen an increase 

in the number of Section 1983, ERISA and civil RICO actions. Some predict a dramatic increase in civil lawsuits 

from 1992's Americans with Disabilities Act. Obviously, any federal statute creating new rights or permitting 

review of agency action in federal court produces an increase in filings and a corresponding increase in the 

demands on the court's resources. 

(b) IMPACf OF SrATE GoVERNMENT 

The federal court in the District of Maine is also indirectly affected by Maine state government policies 

and problems. To the extent that the state court system provides an efficient and predictable means of litigating 

civil cases, the federal court may expect to see a decrease in filings within its concurrent jurisdiction; to the extent 

that the state courts are underfunded and overcrowded, the District experiences a corresponding increase. 

Similarly, problems in the state criminal justice system produce direct effects on the federal court through 

prisoners attempting to bypass the state system and exercise federal rights. 

An example of the effect of state policies and problems on the federal court docket is the experience of 

this District in processing prisoner petitions during the decade from 1981-91. In 1979, the state implemented a 

new procedure for post-conviction review, which tended to reduce the number of habeas petitions filed in the 

District, since the state provided a swift, orderly and adequate state remedy for post-conviction review of 

constitutional rights. Although the state continues to provide post-conviction review, filings by prisoners have 

nevertheless increased due in large part to conditions in the state prison system. It is generally recognized at all 

levels of state government that the state's principal prison facility is overcrowded, antiquated, and inadequate to 

meet current state demands. These conditions have produced filings in federal court arising from such things as 

double-celling, complaints about classification, and administrative segregation. Although there exists an in-house 

dispute resolution mechanism at the prison, that process has not led many prisoners to forego the attempt to seek 

redress of their grievances in federal court. From 1983 through 1991, filings from prisoners showed a steady 

increase, increasing by about 20 percent per year. Prisoner petitions increased from a low of 2 percent of total 

cases, representing 18 filings, in 1983 to a high of 21 percent of total cases, representing 137 filings in 1990. 

~ Table 9. The vast majority of these cases are filed pro se and most are decided without trial on summary 

judgment or procedural grounds. The federal court has little control over this source of filings. 

Another example of the impact of state problems and policies on federal civil filings is reflected in the 

tripling of removals of state court cases to federal court. The state of Maine and its judicial system have been 

required by economic conditions to impose drastic budget cuts. Throughout most of 1991 and 1992,2 judgeships 

out of 16 in the state's principal trial court and 1 of the 7 seats on the state's Supreme Judicial Court were vacant 

for several months. Budget cutbacks reducing the amount of jury trial time, combined with fewer judges for 

bench trials, have produced significant delays in the state system. By contrast, only three years ago, the state 
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TABLE 9 

DISTRICT OF MAINE 
Prisoner Petitions filed between 1981-1991 
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court had created a new fast track docket that made state court a swift and predictable path to the disposition of 
civil cases. The state judicial system's budgetary problems during the last two years have produced a predictable 
increase in the number of removed cases and an increase in the number of diversity filings in federal court, where 

cases are scheduled for trial within eight months of filing. To the extent that the state and federal courts have 
concurrent jurisdiction over matters, it may be expected that the number of filings in the federal court will 
increase as long as the state's civil and criminal justice system is hampered by a lack of resources. 

(c) Impact of General Economic Conditions 

The federal court in the District of Maine cannot escape the influence of the general economic condition 
of the region and state in which it sits. Generally, an economic recession produces more litigation, some 

percentage of which will find its way to the federal court. The State of Maine has experienced a prolonged 
economic recession that has produced a wholesale devaluation of the real estate market, corresponding civil 

litigation to enforce the collection of mortgage notes, devaluation of bank loan portfolios, and failure of several 
regional banks. The result is the removal of FDIC-administered litigation to federal court, the filing of stock 
fraud class action suits under the federal securities laws, a record increase in bankruptcy filings and appeals, and 
other predictable effects of economic downturn on the civil docket. 
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3. TRENDs IN COURT REsOURCES 

Prior to 1979 there was only one judgeship in the District. However, recognizing the impact of a 

growing civil caseload on a one-judge court, Congress authorized a second judgeship for Maine in 1978. The 

first full-time magistrate judge was appointed in 1982. A second full-time position was created in 1988. Then 

in 1990, primarily in response to a steadily increasing rate of criminal filings, Congress authorized a third 

judgeship for the District. 

There are no pending requests for additional judgeships nor are any requests anticipated in the foreseeable 

future. There is no possibility of any judge assuming senior status for the next 8 years. 

Because ofthe Judicial Conference's policy against combination clerk/magistrate judge positions, our part

time magistrate judge position, occupied by our Clerk of Courts, has to be defended every 4 years. 

B. COST AND DELAY 

1. DELAY 

Civil cases proceed through the District of Maine very expeditiously and no unnecessary court-created 

delay exists. 

The median time from the filing of a civil case to disposition in the District of Maine is 8 months and 

only 19 districts throughout the federal court system have faster median times for disposition. Recognizing that 

a national comparison of these figures may not be entirely relevant, we have compared the Maine median times 

with those of two other Districts of similar size and caseloads. The median times in the other districts (Vermont 

and New Hampshire) were 10 and 13 months, 25% and more than 50% longer than in the District of Maine. 

An equally revealing statistic is that the number of 3-year-old cases in the District of Maine is a very small 

percentage of the total caseload and is declining. As previously noted, for the year ending June 30, 1992, there 

were only 4 such cases pending in the District, representing only .05% of the total civil docket. This compares 

extremely favorably to the national average of 11.8% for the same period of time. 

The District of Maine, by any standard, has been extremely successful in managing its civil docket. With 

civil cases routinely concluded within 8 months of filing, the speed and efficiency of the disposition of civil cases 

in this District represents one of the best records in the Circuit, and, indeed, in the country. Like other federal 

district courts, however, the District faces challenges from the increasing number and complexity of criminal 

prosecutions, and the increase in civil filings resulting from substantial problems in the state civil justice system 

and in the state generally. With three district judges and two magistrate judges who have significant 

responsibility, the District is well-positioned to meet the challenges it faces in the future. 

2. COST 

Over 95% of the civil cases in the District of Maine do not go to trial. Accordingly, unnecessary trials 

do not appear to be an important component of avoidable costs in this District. On the other hand, many cases 

are not resolved until just before trial. Attorney fees and costs are incurred during the case processing even 
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though ultimately no trial occurs. Any steps that could speed up the resolution of cases during this process, 
therefore, might reduce costs. Moreover, the general consensus among lawyers is that the primary factor driving 

litigation costs is discovery abuse: too many depositions; too many interrogatories; and use of discovery to harass 
an opponent. Such abuse is already limited by the short discovery period that the District now allows the parties 

in preparing for a civil trial but steps could be taken to limit depositions and interrogatories. On the other hand, 

some lawyers believe that no change is needed except greater court enforcement of the currently avJilable sanction 

rules.3 

The only II client" information we were able obtain on this subject comes from insurance claims managers. 

~ Appendix H. They agree that discovery abuse is a great contributor to increased costs. 

It has been suggested that faster rulings on dispositive motions could reduce excess costs in cases where 

those rulings will dispose of all or part of the case. 

There also appears to be a belief that ADR can reduce costs under appropriate circumstances. 

The Committee debated at length whether attorney fees were a subject we must take up in light of the 

Congressional directive to reduce the costs of litigation. Obviously, attorney fees are a primary cost of most 

litigation. We were made aware that some Districts have set arbitrary limits on contingent fee percentages, 

capping such percentages somewhere in the neighborhood of 33%. We believe that this is not a problem in 

Maine, however, for seldom does a contingent fee agreement exceed 33%. Moreover, any client who believes 

he or she has been charged excessively has the right to compulsory arbitration of fees under the Maine Bar Rules 

and contingent fees in particular are limited to fees which are "reasonable." Inquiry of the Fee Arbitration Panel 

revealed that contingent fees have generally not been subject to challenge and that the greatest area of controversy 

is domestic relations cases, an area where the federal court is not involved. ~ Appendix K. A wide variety 

of articles in the Wall Street Journal and legal periodicals also makes clear that many types of fee arrangements 

are currently undergoing scrutiny in the marketplace. Ordinary commercial litigation is now sometimes turning 

to contingent fee agreements as a way to cap costs, and various new approaches are being used by corporations 

and others. It appears that competitive forces are at work and are able to deal better with imposing limits on fees 

than any attempt to mandate such fees through court scrutiny. 

Our final decision with respect to the issue of fees generally, therefore, is to conclude that we are not in 

the best position to address it. Primarily the issue of attorney fees is a state matter, for regulation, if at all, by 

the Board of Overseers of the Bar. Beyond that, determination of appropriate limits is a difficult and complex 

issue for the small of group of lawyers and lay people on this Committee to resolve. In light of the absence of 

significant federal fee complaints to the Fee Arbitration Panel, the presence of continuing intense competition 

among Maine lawyers and the fact that the Civil Justice Reform Act Committee is already recommending a 
number of proposals that are at least moderately controversial, we have concluded not to make any 

recommendations concerning fees at this time. Since the Civil Justice Reform Act Committee is, by statute, an 

ongoing committee, the continuing members of the Committee should examine the impact of the remedial 

measures we have recommended in other respects and determine over time whether some more direct action is 

necessary on fees. In the meantime, we believe that if our recommendations concerning discovery and case 

3 There appears to be a division of opinion whether the pending amendments to the federal discovery rules 
will reduce costs or generate more disputes and thus greater costs. 
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management are successful, fees will be reduced significantly for those clients who pay their lawyers on an hourly 

basis and, in addition, should result in lower fees, even for contingent fee clients, where cases settle at an earlier 

stage thereby reducing the percentage escalator present in most fee agreements. 

m. RECOMMENDATIONS AND THEIR BASIS 

PREAMBLE 

There appears to be no delay in civil litigation in this district. Cases are resolved promptly and the 

general consensus appears to be that no increase in the speed of disposition is possible or desirable. The focus 

of our recommendations, therefore, is to reduce cost in litigation (without, we hope, causing delay). In this 

respect we undoubtedly differ from a great many jurisdictions in the rest of the country that face considerable 

case backlogs and time delay in reaching conclusion in civil litigation. Some of the proposals that other districts 

are considering or implementing, therefore, do not appear applicable to Maine. 

A. REcOMMENDED MEASURES 

If adopted, these measures (but for Numbers 11 and 12) are intended to constitute the cost and delay 

reduction plan required by statute for the District of Maine. 

1. We recommend differentiated case management or tracking as follows. Scheduling Orders shall continue 

to be issued in each case and include all the topics now addressed (subject matter jurisdiction; jury or nonjury; 

deadline for joinder of claims and parties; discovery deadlines; motion deadlines; settlement deadlines). In 

addition, we recommend the following: 

(a) We applaud the successful efforts of the State Attorney General's Office and Pine Tree Legal 

Assistance to reach a protocol for the treatment of their cases that will reduce cost and delay. These cases shall 

proceed on a separate track in accordance with that protocol. An appropriate order shall be entered in those 

cases. ~ Appendix I. It would also be appropriate to see if the protocol could include the United States 

Government and perhaps other legal services agencies such as Legal Services for the Elderly. 

(b) Asbestos cases currently are automatically transferred to the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. 

If the Order of the Multi-District Litigation Panel to this effect should change, they shall be assigned to a separate 

track for management along the lines to which they were previously subject. ~ Appendix J for a description 

of that process. 

(c) Other cases that are transferred to other districts by the MDL Panel shall, on their return to 

Maine, be placed on the complex track (below). 

(d) Cases that are transferred to Maine by the MDL Panel shall be placed on the complex track 

(below). 

(e) In Wll ~ prisoner cases, once issue is joined, a magistrate judge shall schedule a visit to the 

prison for a conferencelhearing with the prisoner plaintiff and the attorney{s) for the defendant{s). That 
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conferencelhearing should be on the record, with either a court reporter or, in the interests of economy, a well
functioning tape recorder. The purpose of the session is to obtain an explanation and elaboration of the plaintiff's 
complaint. This could be accomplished through questioning by the magistrate judge or deposition-type 
questioning by the defendant's attorney. The result should be immediate dismissal or summary judgment in those 
cases where it becomes apparent that there is no viable federal claim. In other cases, immediate remedial steps 

may be available to take care of the grievance. Finally, in the remaining cases, the magistrate judge will proceed 

to define the discovery and motion practice that is needed in the case and issue a scheduling order. 

(I) In the following categories of cases, discovery shall be prohibited entirely unless specific approval 

is obtained from a judicial officer. These categories are: ~ &Q!lUli cases; social security disability cases; 

government collections of student loans and VA benefits; government foreclosures; special education appeals; and 
bankruptcy appeals. An automatic scheduling order shall issue providing for prompt disposition. The method 
of this disposition will vary. In social security cases, for example, the matters are heard orally by the magistrate 

judge. Student loan cases ordinarily proceed to default before settlement but need to be scheduled for trial if they 

do not. Government foreclosures are generally resolved by summary judgment or default. Habeas matters 

proceed first to a magistrate judge for initial evaluation and are usually resolved on written submissions. Special 

education cases are usually briefed on the underlying administrative record. 
(g) In simple cases - such as vehicle collision cases involving only negligence claims; slip and fall 

cases; foreclosure actions other than Government foreclosures; statutory forfeiture cases; simple contract cases; 
declaratory judgments re insurance coverage; FELA cases (railroad negligence); Jones Act cases; foreclosure of 

first preferred ship mortgages; and complaints for copyright violations for unauthorized musical performances 
the scheduling order shall limit the number of interrogatories, not including legitimate subparts, to 30 per party; 

30 requests for admission per party; 2 requests for production per party; and 5 depositions per party. 

If a lawyer wishes to alter these discovery limits, she or he must request a conference with the judicial 

officer. A request for such a conference constitutes a professional representation by the lawyer to the court that 

he or she has used his or her best efforts to reduce cost and delay and has advised the client accordingly. 
Prior to this conference the lawyers must meet and discuss the following topics: voluntary exchange of 

information and discovery; a discovery plan; the various alternative dispute resolution options; consenting to trial 

by the magistrate judge; the legal issues in the case; a plan for raising and disposing of serious and legitimate 
dispositive motions; settlement; and stipulations. 

Not less than 2 business days prior to the conference, the lawyers must submit to the Court their proposed 
discovery and motion plan and any proposal for ADR. 

The agenda at the conference with the judicial officer shall include the following topics: narrowing the 
case to its essential issues; sequencing discovery and motion practice; a trial date; all legal issues; limits on 
discovery; what, if any, discovery motion practice will be permitted; settlement; ADR options (mediation, 

arbitration, early neutral evaluation, summary jury trial, minitrial, etc.); reference to a magistrate judge; and the 

date for the next conference. 

At the conference the judicial officer must be aggressive in exploring the actual discovery needs and costs 

and imposing limits. 
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The date for the next conference is within the discretion of the judicial officer. For most cases, the next 

conference will be the final pretrial conference. Any case that is determined at the initial conference to involve 

substantial discovery. on the other hand, will be reassigned to the complex track. 

(h) In all remaining cases, presumably complex cases, an initial scheduling conference shall be held, 

usually by telephone, before a judicial officer. The case shall be calendared for this conference as soon as issue 

is joined. First, however. the lawyers must confer (face-to-face or by telephone) and discuss the following topics: 

voluntary exchange of information and discovery; a discovery plan; the various kinds of alternative dispute 

resolution; consenting to trial by the magistrate judge; the legal issues in the case; a plan for raising and disposing 

of serious and legitimate dispositive motions; settlement; and stipulations. 

Not less than 2 business days before the conference, the lawyers must submit to the Court their proposed 

discovery and motion plan and any proposal for ADR. 

The agenda for the conference with the judicial officer shall include the following topics: narrowing the 

case to its essential issues; sequencing discovery and motion practice; a trial date; all legal issues; limits on 

discovery; what, if any, discovery motion practice will be permitted; settlement; ADR options; reference to a 

magistrate judge; and the date for the next conference. 

During the conference the judicial officer must be aggressive in exploring the actual discovery needs and 

costs and imposing limits and the advisability and utility of ADR. 

The date for the next conference is within the discretion of the judicial officer. For any case that involves 

substantial discovery, continuous monitoring by the judicial officer is required in person or by telephone and it 

would therefore not be unexpected that conferences might occur every 60 days or so. 

At the first conference (whether by telephone or in person), the judicial officer shall determine whether 

clients or client representatives should be required to attend the next conference. If that next conference is to be 

a settlement conference (and it usually should be), the judicial officer should ordinarily require such attendance 

in person or by telephone, but has the discretion to excuse such attendance in unusual cases. 

At each conference after the initial conference, a judicial officer other than the one presiding at trial 

(unless the lawyers agree otherwise) should discuss in a detailed manner the settlement status of the case, as well 

as ongoing and projected litigation costs. At each conference the judicial officer should also explore the list of 

ADR options and should also be aggressive in discouraging unnecessary motion practice. 

(i) Generally. Although there is no desire to lengthen the time to disposition in civil litigation, in 

certain cases serious dispositive motions (for example, on subject matter jurisdiction) might justify a temporary 

stay of discovery and expedited treatment ofthe motions by the judicial officer so that the case can move forward. 

Likewise, in considering the phasing of discovery and motion practice, the judicial officer should consider that 

in certain cases dispositive motions at the end of discovery may be sufficiently meritorious as to justify delaying 

the expenses caused by final pretrial preparation. This matter must be handled with great sensitivity, however, 

for it could lead to encouragement of unnecessary dispositive motions simply to postpone the final day of 

reckoning and thereby both increase attorney fees through extra briefing and delay disposition. 

The judicial officer must also be alert at the first and later conferences to identify issues that can be 

presented orally without briefing, thereby reducing attorney fees. Discovery issues in particular can usually be 

presented in an informal fashion and in many cases can be presented by telephone conference thereby avoiding 

travel costs and time. 
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2. We recommend that a conference with a judicial officer occur in every case in cateeories (g) and (h) 

midway to the discovery deadline. In addition, the court should takes steps to make clear to the bar that a 

conference of counsel with the court is always available upon request by any party. 

3. We recommend that written discovery motions be prohibited. Instead, anyone with a discovery dispute 

must seek an early hearing with a judicial officer by telephone or in person. If particular discovery materials are 

needed for the judicial officer to understand the dispute, they caD. be provided in hand or by fax. Otherwise, only 

if the judicial officer cannot resolve the dispute satisfactorily without the filing of motion papers and legal 

memoranda will permission be granted to file the latter. 

4. We recommend that the Court be more amenable to holding Qral argument in dispositive motions. In 

order to avoid excess, strict time limits should be imposed in advance and, if at all possible, the judicial officer 

should attempt to rule orally from the bench. 

5. The experimental use of a different trial day schedule for lonl: jury trials should be continued. In some 

lengthy civil cases, the jury has come in at 8 a.m. and stayed until 1:30 p.m. with no lunch break: but 2 IS-minute 

recesses. The theory behind this schedule is that legal issues and in limine matters that might ordinarily delay 

the jury in the course of a trial day can be scheduled for the afternoons without delaying the jury. In a lengthy 

trial the jurors have the opportunity in the afternoon to conduct their business or family affairs. The lawyers have 

the opportunity to prepare their cases better and thereby often avoid needlessly duplicative testimony by planning 

and streamlining their presentations and reaching agreement with opposing counsel. Certain costs may be reduced 

by avoiding overtime of support personnel. The judges have the opportunity to attend to the other demands of 

the docket. General reaction to the experimental schedules has been positive from jurors, lawyers and court 

officials. One concern is the lagging attention of a jury toward the end of the day without food. It may be 

advisable to provide some snack at the second break:. 

6. The setting of time limits for long civil cases should be encourued. Under this device, the presiding 

judge, after consulting with the trial lawyers, establishes the amount of time that each side will have for its case, 

including its own cross-examination of the other side's witnesses. The lawyers must then organize their case to 

fit these limits, although in exceptional circumstances the limits can be enlarged. At the outset the lawyers tend 

to complain bitterly, but those who have been through the process seem to agree that it actually improved their 

presentations by compelling them to focus consciously on the method of presentation and the best way to get the 

evidence before the jury in an efficient manner. 

7. We recommend that a judicial officer who is not ~ing to preside at trial (unless the lawyers otherwise 

nrW shQuld fully explore the parties' settlement positions with client representatives in attendance at or about 

the time of the final pretrial conference. 

8. It is apparent that compliance with some final pretrial orders is very expensive. Final pretrial orders 

generally require the lawyers to provide one-paragraph summaries of each witness's testimony; a comprehensive 
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listing of all exhibits. including which exhibits are objectionable; an identification of all deposition testimony to 
be offered with objections so that the judicial officer can rule on admissibility questions before the jury is brought 
in; submission of voir ~ questions for the jury; submission of proposed jury instructions; submission of trial 
briefs; and intensive investigation and submission concerning lien negotiations. Many lawyers feel that an 

important segment of the costs of litigation occurs here. Other lawyers and some judicial officers believe that 
these costs contribute to settl~ment. both because of the very existence of the costs and more importantly because 

they compel the lawyers finally to confront the nitty gritty strengths and weaknesses of their cases and prepare 
the case for final disposition. We make the following recommendations designed to recognize both concerns: 

(a) The final pretrial order deadlines shall be such that they do not come into play until after the last 

settlement conference has been held and it appears that trial is unavoidable. 
(b) In any case where there is a pending dispositive motion. one item on the final pretrial conference 

agenda shall be whether the provisions and deadlines of the final pretrial order should be stayed until the motion 

is resolved. This would avoid the substantial expense of complying with the final pretrial order in cases that are 
going to be resolved by motion. It also requires the judicial officer to take a preliminary look at the motion, 

however, and determine wbether it genuinely deserves to delay the otherwise firm trial date. 
(e) The judicial officer presiding at the final pretrial conference shall tailor the order to the individual 

case and consider that certain provisions of the final pretrial order be waived. For example, in a simple 
automobile negligence personal injury case it may not be necessary to list exhibits or summaries of witness 
testimony. In such cases trial briefs and draft jury instructions may also be unnecessary. 

(d) The number of copies of documents to be filed shall be limited. In a jury case, the original set 

of exhibits should be sufficient and should not be filed with the Clerk before trial. In a nonjury case, one extra 

set for the judge to review in advance of the trial should be adequate. Trial briefs, voir dire, jury instructions, 
etc. should be simply the original and one copy. 

9. Pro Se LitiKation. We recommend that a written handout be prepared and distributed by the Clerk's 
Office to any l!.[Q S litigator highlighting the disadvantages of l!.[Q S litigation and the requirement that l!.[Q S 

litigators comply with all the rules just as if they were lawyers, and referring the mIt S litigant to the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure. the Local Rules, the ORA Plan and other pertinent information. 
So far as l!.[Q S prison Jitigators are concerned, we believe that the requirement of an early magistrate 

judge conference at the prison will take care of many of the difficulties. 

We recommend that the court establish a separate program for appointing counsel in an in forma pauperis 
case in federal court. We believe that many law firms would be agreeable to assigning some of their associates 

to this kind of work, particularly because it would give useful experience in federal court practice. 

We also recommend that one of the continuing legal education programs, perhaps at the bar association 

meeting, deal with the issue of pm ~ litigants and that the judges be willing to participate in such a program. 

10. We recommend that there be re&\dar <annual or biennial) District-wide conferences - like a Circuit 

conference - but for the District only. Lawyers who practice in federal court should be invited, along with all 

judicial personnel and representatives of ancillary personnel (Clerk's Office, Probation, Marshal). This would 
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be an opportunity for continuing education (e.g., Guideline sentencing. bankruptcy practice, practice before 

magistrate judge) as well as informal interchange between Court and Bar. 

11. We recommend that this Committee and the Local Rules Committee be mer led and that a reporter, 

perhaps a law professor, be appointed to provide an institutional memory. Merger would be advantageous 

because many of the recommendations of this Committee have direct implications for the Local Rules and, by 

statute, this Committee must be ongoing and review the practices of the District on an annual basis. It seems 

unnecessary to have two committees. On the other hand, there is need for an identity to the group dealing with 

the Local Rules so that the same proposals are not considered again and again over the years. Perhaps, therefore, 

a subcommittee of this Committee could deal with the Local Rules if merger takes place but there should be a 

direct relationship. Along those same lines, it will be important (to maintain expertise and familiarity with the 

project) that the membership of that subcommittee have continuity and not tum over too quickly. 

For this Committee generally we recommend that the court adopt the following practice for replacing 

members: The Chief Judge should divide the Committee into three approximately equal groups and assign them 

to staggered three-year terms, the first group's terms to expire in 1993, the second in 1994, and the third in 1995. 

12. We make certain recommendations for the benefit of other actors even though the courts and lawyers 

themselves cannot control these items. Primarily these involve factors that cause delay by consuming judicial 

resources rather than additional litigation costs, although some of them involve the latter as well. 

(a) 	 For Congress: 

(i) 	 Limits on prisoner litigation in the federal courts; 

(ii) 	 Reducing the time-demanding nature of Guideline Sentencing procedures; 

(iii) 	 Consideration of the consequences of new legislation on the federal courts. For example, 

the proposed crime control bill provision that would have federalized any crime involving 

a weapon that had travelled in interstate commerce would have shifted an enormous 

number of cases from state to federal courts. Likewise the proposed legislation 

concerning violence against women would probably shift a great many domestic relations 

disputes from the state courts to the federal courts; 

(iv) 	 Standardizing the procedures for lawyers in districts around the country. Congress 

should recognize that having different procedures from district to district does affect the 

cost of litigation and can also cause forum shopping. Congress should consider, 

therefore, whether a national court system of standardized procedures is the paradigm to 

be achieved here or whether the experimentation and wide differences that have been 

engendered by the Civil Justice Reform Act should be preserved; 

(v) 	 Consequences of divergences between state and federal rules. Differences can lead to 

removal of certain cases from the state trial courts to the federal trial court as is referred 

to in subparagraph (d)(ii) .inftJ; 
(vi) 	 Consequences of reduced federal funds for the fiscal health of state government. 

Budgetary problems in the state have led to many judicial vacancies and shortened trial 

days. This causes a greater number of removals and initial filings in federal court. 
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Additionally. budget constraints in the state prison system and the resulting overcrowding 

lead to an increase in the amount of federal prisoner litigation. 

(b) 	 For the Circuit or Circuit Council: 

(i) 	 Establishment of bankruptcy appellate panels to avoid requiring district judges to address 

bankruptcy issues in what is essentially an appellate fashion; 

(ii) 	 Adoption of pattern jury instruc.ions as has been done in a number of other Circuits 

would undoubtedly reduce a great amount of trial preparation time for lawyers. ('This 

may be a subject more properly for lawyers and district judges than the Council.) 

Perhaps standard instructions could be devised even for the District. 

(e) 	 For the Executive Branch: 

Attention to the dramatic consequences that can occur from administrative decisions. For 

example. the decision several years ago to reduce large numbers from the disability rolls of social 

security created an enormous log jam in the federal courts, including this district. There does 

not appear to be any outstanding problem, but it is a matter that the Executive Branch should be 

alert to. 

(d) 	 For State Government: 

(i) 	 Consequences of the health of the state government. Anecdotally, it seems apparent that 

the budget constraints in the state prison system and the increasing overcrowding lead to 

an increase in the amount of prisoner litigation in federal court. It also seems apparent 

that budgetary problems in the state courts that have led to many judicial vacancies and 

shortened trial days have caused a greater number of removals and initial filings in 

federal court. 

(ii) 	 Consequences of divergences between state and federal rules. For example, the different 

evidentiary rule concerning the consequence of ·subsequent remedial measures· 

apparently leads to removal of certain cases from the state trial courts into the federal 

trial court. 

(e) 	 For U.S. Attorney's Office: 

Continued attention to screening federal criminal cases so that the court's resources are properly 

used. 

* * 	 * * * 

It is apparent that most of our proposed measures will not reduce judge time but in fact will increase it. 

It is unlikely that settlement rates will be increased more than marginally. Although we may hope that earlier 

settlements will occur. it remains unlikely \hat the number of trials will be significantly decreased. Consequently, 

what we are proposing is more judge power spent in the earlier stages of a case without any likely decrease of 

later judicial requirements. Instead, the sole benefit to be achieved here is reduction in litigation activity for the 

benefit of the public. This is an important benefit and one that Congress has directed us to pursue. Judge power, 
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however, is limited. We must recognize that, if either the criminal or civil docket significantly increases, the 

District probably will not be able to continue to implement these recommendations. 

Finally, we should view all these recommendations as experimental. Ideally, a pilot program would be 

carried out by which a random sample of cases went through particular procedures while others did not and a 

comparative evaluation was later made concerning the costs that ensued. We do not have either the personnel 

or financial resources to carry oU( such a study. Instead, the Standing Committee must continue to evaluate as 

best it can whether these devices, if the Court should ultimately adopt them, actually contribute to a significant 

reduction in litigation costs, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, whether they impose significant additional 

burdens that cannot be justified. 

B. 	SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBunONS TO BE MADE BY THE COURT, 

THE LmGANTS AND THE LmGANTS' ATTORNEYS 

1. Qmn. The Plan, if adopted, contemplates a significant increase in the number of pretrial conferences. 

It also contemplates that some of those conferences will canvass significant additional matter and therefore require 

more time to be spent at the conference and in preparation. Collectively, these requirements will require an 

increase in the amount of magistrate judge and judge time. We do not see any offset for this time since the 

settlement rate already appears to be as high as it can realistically go. Instead, the benefit, if any is to be 

achieved in reducing litigation costs. 

The Plan also contemplates an annual or biennial conference of the judicial officers and trial lawyers in 

the District. 

Finally, in some cases the judicial officers will have to spend additional time in attempting to resolve 

motions prior to the next stage of a case or trial, despite the already pending demands of their criminal and civil 

trial dockets. 

2. Litigants. Our Plan is short on requiring extra measures by litigants. In part, this may be because 

lawyers traditionally prefer to engage in litigation as professionals without their clients looking over their 

shoulders at each stage. We assume, however, that clients will take advantage of the highly competitive practice 

of law in Maine to seek lower fees and better service. 

3. Litigants' Attorneys. One set of contributions has already occurred in the form of the meetings between 

the State Attorney General's office and Pine Tree Legal Assistance, Inc. with the resulting protocol for dealing 

with cases to which they are parties. This has been a significant contribution by the litigants' attorney in this 

narrow but significant area of federal court practice. 

The new conferences with judicial officers will require more involvement by lawyers and will require 

meetings and preparation by the lawyers before those conferences. 

Finally, two or three lawyers in the District have already volunteered to begin the process of organizing 

a committee to draft pattern jury instructions for the Circuit. 
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c. PLAN's USE OF THE SIX PRINCIPLES AND SIX TEcHNIQUES OF SECI10N 473 

(SEE APPENDIX G) 

The Plan, if adopted, would use many, but not all, of the principles and techniques outlined in § 473 of 

the Act. We have considered all of them but have chosen not to adopt some. Our use is as follows: 

1. Systematic Differential Treatment of Civil Cases ... We have adopted this concept totally, providing 

for separate tracks for various categories of cases and a resulting different intensity of case management by the 

court. 

2. Early and Onv;oing Control of the Pretrial Process. .. We have adopted this principle in total. The 

District's trial dates are already firm and trials occur early, long before 18 months after filing. Discovery will 

be controlled through the automatic discovery limits for certain kinds of cases, the midpoint status conference 

in all cases, and the early and continuing conferences in more difficult cases. Deadlines for motions are set at 

the outset under the scheduling orders. 

3. Discovery Case Manav;ement Conferences for Complex Cases. In complex cases, our Plan contemplates 

these conferences taking place with attention to the various pieces of information set forth in this category. 

4. Voluntary Exchange of Information and Cooperative Discovery Devices. We have not discovered a way 

to encourage voluntary and cooperative discovery except to the extent that the short deadlines for discovery in 

this District seem to encourage some of that already and the smallness of the Bar seems to encourage cooperation, 

at least to a degree not seen in the larger metropolitan areas. We have also required the lawyers at least to 

discuss this topic before any conference with a judicial officer. 

s. Certification of a Conference as a Precondition to a Discovery Motion. Our Local Rules already have 

this requirement and we contemplate that it will be continued. 

6. ADR Programs. Maine appears to be too small to institute a formal court-sponsored program. [nstead, 

our goal is to keep the topic in the forefront of everyone's mind by requiring it to be on the agenda at any 

conference. Certainly, the need for ADR as a docket-clearing device is not present in Maine and we are uncertain 

at present how to identify those cases where it will actually reduce litigation costs. 

7. Joint Presentation of Discovery Case Management Plans. For cases that require a conference with a 

judicial officer, we have required that the parties confer before the conference and present· to the court their 

respective discovery case management plans. This will no doubt result in joint proposals in many cases but we 

have not seen any value in requiring it for all cases. 

8. Representation at Each Pretrial Conference by a Lawyer with Authority. This does not appear to have 

been a problem in Maine and we see no need therefore to institute a special requirement. 
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9. Signin& of all Extension Reguests by Lawyer and Party. The current practice requires that all such 

extension requests be signed by a lawyer. They are not a great problem in Maine and we see no need to make 
the parties sign as well. 

10. Neutral Evaluation Proerams. We are not adopting this requirement. There are certain independent 
professionals in Maine who can conduct such a program and the court may recommend it in particular cases. 

11. Availability of Parties with Authority to Bind at Settlement Conferences. This is currently the practice 

in the District of Maine and we have not recommended any additional requirement. 

12. Such Other Features. Not applicable. 

D. REcOMMENDATION OF A PLAN 

Our recommendations stated. under Section (l1I)(A), with the exception of Numbers 11 and 12, serve as 

the Recommended Plan. 

E. DISSENTING VIEWS 

The following dissenting views are attached: 


Comment of William S. Brownell, Esq., Clerk, 


United States District Court, District of Maine, 


dated January 5, 1993 24 


Comment of V.W. Dyer, 

dated January 7, 1993 25 


Comment of Peter W. Culley, Esq., 

dated January 19, 1993 27 


Comment of Harold J. Friedman, Esq., 


dated January 25, 1993 
 28 
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OFFICE OF THE CLERK 

~niteb 'tattS ~illtrid (our! 

DISTRICT OF MAINE 

WILLIAM S. BROWNEll 
CLElUC 

Edward T. Ciignoux U.S. Courthou<e 
1S6 Federal Street, Rm. 102 

Ponland, Maine 04101 
Tel. (207) 780-33S6 

January 5, 1993 

Honorable D. Brock Hornby 
U. s. District Judge 
156 Federal street, Room 226 
Portland, Maine 04101 

Dear Judge Hornby: 

I have reviewed the final draft of the CJRA Report and, 
although I do not have a formal vote on the matter, I write to 
indicate my support for the Report with the following 
reservation. 

I would oppose Recommendation 2 which requires that a status 
conference be held in every case midway through the discovery 
process. While such regular, hands-on judicial involvement may 
indeed be beneficial in managing complex cases, I do not believe 
it will be so in simple cases. 

The discovery deadline in simple cases is typically not more 
than five months after the issuance of the Scheduling Order. We 
ordinarily publish trial lists 2-3 months prior to the 
commencement of trial and include at that time the notice of the 
final pretrial conference (which is scheduled 4 weeks prior to 
trial). A status conference in simple cases held midway through 
the discovery process would therefore be conducted within a month 
or so of the final pretrial conference and would likely be 
treated as a "preliminary pretrial conference". You will recall 
that our previous experience with those types of conferences was 
not productive (and presumably costly) and we decided to forego 
the practice 10 years ago. 

Mindful that the Court is committed to meeting with counsel 
whenever reasonably requested to do so, I suggest that a status 
conference in all simple cases not be mandated in the Report. 

Very truly yours, 

~tV 

WILLIAM S. BROWNELL 

WSB/cwc 
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VOTE 

REPORT OF THE ADVISORY GROUP 

FOR THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 


FOR THE DISTRICT OFMAThffi 
APPOINTED UNDER THE CIVIL JUSTICE REFORM ACT OF 1990 

Name: 

r---1 
I dissent. I xx I 

L-==-..J 

Comments: 

v. W. Dyer 

Da~: January 7, 1993 

I regret that neither I nor other non-lawyer 
members attended the committee's meeting of 
November 19, 1992. Our presence may have mildly 
influenced the final deliberations and voting 
which took place. At any rate, we acknowledge 
the final draft of the Report of the Advisory 
Group, dated Jan. - 1993. 
On behalf of the selected members of the insurance 
industry who participated in identifying some of 
the principal causes of cost in civil litigation 
and recommended how cost containment may be 
achieved, thank you for the opportunity to 
respond and comment as to the reason for 
our dissenting vote. 

As previously reported to you in my letter 
dated Nov. 23, 1992, insurance industry 
representatives were generally very support
ive of the "Recommendations and their Basis". 
However, they feel that in order to more 
effectively manage and control "lawyer driven 
costs", insurance industry employee represent
atives shOUld be provided the right and oppor
tunity to attend and participate in pre-trial 
and settlement conferences with their own counsel. 
(Note that originally they recommended that 
litigating company's claims representatives and 
plaintiffs be required to attend and participate 
in the pre-trial proceedings. We have moderated 
our position recognizing this could impose an 
unreasonable hardship on those companies who are 
not represented in this state by a full service 
or claim's office operation.) 
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Comments: (continued) Page 2. 

The draft report is recommending "more aggressive 
early care management by the court" and also 
proposes more"judge power in the earlier stages 
of a case". We concur and recognize that the 
immediate and/or potential benefit to be 
achieved is in the reduction of litigation costs. 
However, to insure that we achieve reducing 
litigation costs and "lawyer driven costs, we 
are proposing (and have consistently urged you 
and the committee to adopt our position and reform 
proposal) that another dimension be added to this 
equation, namely, that the court permit and en
courage industry employee representatives to also 
be "playmakers" in this process, and participate 
in the pre-trial and settlement proceedings and 
conferences. These individuals hold the purse 
strings and ultimately make the final decisions 
and provide instructions to their own defense 
counsel. They are also held accountable for 
operational costs and judgment decisions. Con
sidering their background, settlement authority 
and management responsibilities, they should be 
where the action is and an integral part of the 
process. Direct participation by the employee 
representative will open the communication doors 
to the court and provide this representative the 
opportunity to appreciate the forceful persuasion 
and arguments of the judge. We believe this 
modus operandi will lead to and encourage 
"on the spot" early decision making, thus 
precluding the necessity for extension of 
the litigation process. 

Finally, we believe that exclusion of this 
important "playmaker" (industry employee 
representative) from being an active and 
strategic participant in the pre-trial 
proceedings and settlement conferences, will 
only result in business as usual. Our goal to 
achieve a significant reduction of litigation 
costs will not be possible since "lawyer 
driven costs" will continue to erode the system. 
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PIERCE. ATWOOD, SCRIBNER, 

ALLEN; SMITH & LANCASTER 


ATIORNEYS AT LAW 

OSlo 'fHSl'\U' I 'Q,'ARE POltTLASD. 'tAIS[04Ull·1I10 
:.!Oi '77~·MIt FAX 10'1rrn·'4.9 

I'ETER \\'. ct:l.u.,· 

January 19, 1993 

The Honorable D. Brock Hornby 
United States District Court 
156 Federal Street 
Portland, ME 04101 

Re: civil Justice Advisory Committee Draft Report 

Dear Judge Hornby: 

I am writing in response to your memorandum of January 14th. 
Attached to that memorandum was a very persuasive letter from 
Bill Brownell suggesting that mandated status conferences in 
every case, midway through the discovery process, may not be 
appropriate. I think Bill has an excellent point. 

While I am sure there are many cases where such a conference 
would be appropriate, I am sure there are a significant number 
where it may not be necessary and would in fact increase the 
Court's workload and costs on the litigants to participate in 
such a conference. For this reason, I concur in Bill's 
suggestion that we not mandate a conference in all cases, but 
leave it available as an option. 

PWC/dlc 
cc: Civil Justice Advisory Committee 

67lZ.i-LIT 
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FRIEDMAN 8 BABCOCK 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

SIX CITY CENTER 

1',0, BO)( 4726 

PORTLAND. MAINE 
HAROLD J. FR.lfOMAN fR.NUT J BAICOCK nUPHONE04112-4726
MAR.THA C. GAYTHWAITE CR.ECOR.Y W POWElL C207l 16H)900 
f'HOMM A. COX MflEN FfllNK WOLf 
JOHN C. CONNOR. JENNifER. S. BEGEL .""

t.:?01l 7GI~O!e6
LAUR.ENe! H. LEAVITT THtOOOR.t H. IR.WIN. JR, 

lft H BALS MAflY ANN E, ROUSS£AU 

I¥I'CHElLE A. lANOMANN Alt.THUR J. LAMOTHE 

EINAfl C. ANOUUEN BfllAN L. CHAMPION 
SARAH lUCI!;. LAUR.IE B. PEfllLEY 

nllABETH A. CUtMANI TRACty c. IUR.TON 

January 25, 1993 

The Honorable D. Brock Hornby 

United States District Court 

156 Federal Street 

Portland, Maine 04101 


RE: Civil Justice Advisory Committee Draft Report 

Dear Judge Hornby: 

I have had an opportunity to read Bill Brownell's comments 
and I feel that they are appropriate and support his position. 

Sincerely, 

\\.-= >s::: -. 
Harold J. Friedman 

HJF:cpp 
hlt\clVll\hOnI.by. J.t.r 

cc: Mr. Bill Brownell 
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APPENDIX A 

MEMBERS OF TIlE CIVIL romcE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

Bruce N. Bagni, Esq. 
Portland, Maine 

Richard S. Cohen, Esq. 
Portland, Maine 

Jack B. Cornart, Esq. 
Augusta, Maine 

Peter W. Culley, Esq. 
Portland, Maine 

John R. DiMatteo 
Portland, Maine 

V.W. Dyer, Jr. 
Cumberland, Maine 

Duane D. Fitzgerald, Esq. 
Bath, Maine 

Harold J. Friedman, Esq. 
Portland, Maine 

Charles A. Harvey, Jr., Esq. 
Portland, Maine 

Harry R. Pringle, Esq. 
Portland, Maine 

Warren M. Silver, Esq. 
Bangor, Maine 

UNITED STATES DISI'RICT COURT 
DISI'RICT OF MAINE 

Honorable D. Brock Hornby, Chairman 

United States District Judge 


Former Vice-President &. Chief Counsel, UNUM 
(Resigned midway because of relocation to Florida) 

United States Attorney for the District of Maine 

Attorney, Pine Tree Legal Assistance, Inc. 

Chair, Subcommittee on Delay 
Trial Attorney (large firm) and Fellow of American 
College of Trial Lawyers 

Retired President, The Portland Newspapers 

Retired Chief Claims Adjuster, 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. 

Chief Executive Officer, Bath Iron Works 

Chair, Subcommittee on Costs 
Trial Attorney (mid-sized firm) and Chairman of 
Federal Section of Maine State Bar Association 

Chair, Subcommittee on Docket 
Trial Attorney (large firm) and Chairman of the 
Local Rules Advisory Committee for the DistrictofMaine 

Attorney (large firm) Representing Mun:cipal 
Governments and School Boards 

Attorney (solo practitioner) with General Civil and 
Criminal Practice 
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George Z. Singal, Esq. 
Bangor, Maine 

Sally Sutton 
Portland, Maine 

Vendean V. Vafiades, Esq. 
Augusta, Maine 

Trial Attorney (small firm) and Fellow of American 
College of Trial Lawyers 

Director, Maine Civil Liberties Union 

Chief Deputy Attorney General of the State of Maine 

William S. Brownell, Esq. 

Clerk of Court 


Reporter 
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APPENDIXB 

COMMITrEE OPERATING PROCEDURFS 

In accordance with the provisions of the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990 (the" Act") Chief Judge 

Gene Carter of the United States District Court for the District of Maine appointed 14 attorneys and 

laypersons to serve as the Court's Advisory Group to assess the condition ofthe court's civil and criminal 

dockets, to identify the causes of unnecessary delays and costs in civil litigation, and to develop a plan 

to reduce unnecessary costs and delays. The Advisory Group was comprised of federal practitioners and 

non-lawyers each representing various interest groups that regularly appear before the court1
• Members 

included the United States Attorney for the District of Maine, the Chief Deputy Attorney General for the 

State of Maine, trial attorneys from large and small firms in the district experienced in both plaintiff and 

defense litigation, corporate and legal services counsel, as well as the Executive Director of the Maine 

Civil Liberties Union and representatives of business and industry. The Group was chaired by United 

States District Judge D. Brock Hornby. William S. Brownell, Clerk of the District Court, was an ex 

officio member who also served as the Reporter. 

The Advisory Group held its organizational meeting on May 3, 1991, at which time each member 

was provided with copies of the District Court's local rules and with a written summary of the Court's 

case management practices and procedures. In an attempt to acquaint the lay members of the group with 

the rudiments of federal civil practice, a time line analysis of a typical federal civil case was presented 

by three of the attorney members. Commencing with the attorney's initial interview of the client, through 

to the filing of a complaint, the discovery process, trial, and execution of judgment the attorneys 

identified those stages in the litigation process that are most likely to cause greater client expense and be 

1 In accordance with the Act's mandate the membership of the Advisory Group was "balanced and 
include(d) attorneys and other persons who are representative of major categories or litigants in (the) 
court...." 28 U .S.C. § 478(b). 
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subject to continuances and delay. The preliminary consensus of the Group after this exercise was that 

ordinarily less than 10% of a plaintiff's costs and less than S% of a defendant's costs are incurred prior 

to the filing of a complaint and that between 40% and 60% of the entire cost of litigation is usually 

incurred during the course of discovery and motion practice. While the exercise was by no means 

precise, it proved to be an instructive aid in preparing the Advisory Group for its charge. 

A second meeting was held on May 23, 1991, at which time Chief Judge Gene Carter addressed 

the Committee and expressed his concerns about the pending caseload and his ideas about case 

management. While enthusiastic about the challenging mission facing the Advisory Group, Judge Carter 

cautioned the Committee to be "realistic in its goal-setting." At that meeting the Advisory Group also 

heard from United States Attorney Richard S. Cohen who discussed the causes of the increasing volume 

and complexity of the criminal prosecutions in the District. 

A third meeting of the committee of the whole was held in early June, 1991, at which time Clerk 

Brownell presented an analysis of the District's pending caseload and filings; Magistrate Judge David M. 

Cohen described the role and duties of the full-time magistrate judges in the District; and an assistant 

attorney general experienced in representing the State in prisoner civil rights cases discussed the unique 

issues that are associated with Jml G litigation and how those cases impact upon the Court's resources. 

At that meeting, the Advisory Group divided into three working subcommittees each of which was 

chaired by a trial lawyer. Each subcommittee was responsible for reviewing in depth one of the major 

topics of the Act and was given the responsibility of preparing a report and any proposed 

recommendations to the entire Advisory Group. The three sub-committees were: 

(1) 	 a subcommittee to examine the condition of the civil and criminal dockets, to 

identify the case filing trends and to describe the demands being placed on the 

court's resources; 

(2) 	 a subcommittee to identify the principal causes of cost in civil litigation, and to 

examine not only court procedures but attorney and client behaviors as well; and 
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(3) 	 a subcommittee to identify the principal causes of delay in civil litigation and to 

consider court procedures and attorney behavior. 

The subcommittees met throughout the following six months and on January 24, 1992, the entire 

Advisory Group met to receive and consider the preliminary reports of the subcommittees. 

Since then, the entire Advisory Group has met five more times. The Chair and the Subcommittee 

Chairs presented the initial conclusions and recommendations to the annual meeting of the Maine State 

Bar Association in the summer of 1992 and received comments. The Chair has also had a series of 

breakfast meetings with Portland and Bangor area lawyers, seeking comment. 
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APPENDIXC 

cosr AND DELAY REDUCTION PLAN 

Our Cost and Delay Reduction Plan is stated in the recommendations made in Section (III)(A). 
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APPENDIXD 

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONDmON OF THE DOCKEr 

The Subcommittee was asked to examine in detail the condition of the civil and criminal dockets, 

identify the case filing trends, and describe the demands being placed on the court's resources. The 

subcommittee consists of Richard Cohen, Jack Comart, Sally Sutton, Bill Brownell (ex officio), and 

Chuck Harvey, Chair. The subcommittee also received significant assistance from Jack Gleason of the 

U.S. Attorney's Office. 

The subcommittee has found that the present state of the civil and criminal dockets in the District 

of Maine reflects coordination between the U.S. Attorney'S Office and the court in scheduling the 

criminal docket and aggressive management by the court of civil pretrial proceedings. Although the filing 

of civil cases has increased in the past decade, the median time between filing and disposition in routine 

civil cases is approximately eight months, probably the minimum amount of time necessary for the 

average federal civil case to be ready for trial. With the appointment of a third district judge, it is 

expected that the District of Maine will continue its record of active management and swift disposition 

of civil cases. 

Despite the district's record in managing its civil caseload, the court faces challenges from several 

sources. As criminal actions increase in number and become more complex in content, the management 

of the criminal docket, particularly with the pressures imposed by the Speedy Trial Act, will divert more 

of the court's resources from the disposition of the civil docket. Changes in legislation, such as the 

amendments to the Social Security Act in the early 1980s, have an immediate and identifiable impact on 

the civil docket, both in the increase and decrease in filings. 

Finally, the feJeral civil justice system will be directly affected by events taking place in the state 

in which the district is located. For example, changes in state post-conviction laws, mandatory sentences, 

and prison overcrowding have produced record numbers of filings by prisoners. The severe economic 
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recession has and will produce a significant increase in civil filings, particularly removals from state 

courts where the FDIC has succeeded to the interests of failed litigant banks. Ironically, the success of 

the district in managing its civil docket will attract more diversity cases that might otherwise have been 

filed in a state court system now experiencing significant delays caused by budget cutbacks. In short, 

the district has successfully met the challenges posed by its own internal management of the civil docket. 

The increasing demands placed on its resources are likely to come from external forces such as changes 

in federal law, the effect of a regional economic recession, and significant problems in the state 

administration of the civil and criminal justice system. 

The District of Maine 

The District of Maine, although a huge geographical area, is relatively small court serving a 

population of approximately one million two hundred thousand people. Court is held regularly in both 

Portland, Maine's largest city and the district headquarters, and in Bangor, located 135 miles north of 

Portland. 

Prior to 1979, there had only been one judgeship in the District. However, recognizing the 

impact of a growing civil caseload on a one-judge court, Congress authorized a second judgeship for 

Maine in 1978. Then in 1990, primarily in response to a steadily increasing rate of criminal filings, 

Congress authorized a third judgeship for the District. 

Two district judges, one full-time magistrate judge and one part-time magistrate judge preside in 

Portland and one district judge and one magistrate judge preside in Bangor. Both the full- time magistrate 

judges have been authorized to perform the full range of duties permitted by law and the district judges 

regularly encourage counsel to consent to the trials of civil cases by the magistrate judges. 

Assignment of Cases 

In accordance with Rule 2 of the Local Rules of the District, new cases are filed in each location 

of court based on the county in which the action arose. Cases arising out of the northern and eastern 

counties of Aroostook, Franklin, Hancock, Kennebec, Penobscot, Piscataquis, Somerset, Waldo and 
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Washington are filed and ordinarily tried in Bangor. These cases, which represent roughly one-third of 

the new filings each year, are assigned upon filing to the district judge in Bangor. Those cases arising 

out of the counties of Androscoggin, Cumberland, Knox, Lincoln, Oxford, Sagadahoc and York are filed 

and ordinarily tried in Portland. The Portland cases are randomly assigned by the Clerk to the resident 

Portland judges by lot, so that each is assigned an equal number of new filings. 

There are two minor exceptions to the assignment process. First, all the cases in which the state, 

a state officer or a state agency is a party would ordinarily be assigned to the one resident judge in 

Bangor because the state capital, Augusta, is located in Kennebec County. To avoid the inequities that 

may result by such an allocation, those cases are randomly assigned to any of the three judges so that 

each receives an equal number. Similarly, all appeals from the bankruptcy court to the district court are 

assigned by lot to the three district judges regardless of where the bankruptcy action may have arisen. 

This procedure assures that no district judge is assigned a disproportionate number of these appeals. 

For the most part, the judges in the District of Maine utilize the individual calendar system and 

each judge is responsible for managing his own caseload. Each year the clerk prepares a master calendar 

of anticipated trial sessions from which trials are scheduled throughout the year. The judges frequently 

conduct "joint trial sessions" during which cases assigned to one or more judges will be tried by either 

of two judges. All cases ready for trial are scheduled well in advance. Continuances are not freely 

granted. Unless settled or dismissed by the parties, all cases scheduled are reached for trial or other 

disposition by the court. 

Present State of the Docket 

After several years of unprecedented growth in the district's caseload during the early 1980's, 

the number of new filings began to decline in 1987,1 following a record high of 1,018 total filings in 

1986. The decline lasted only three years. Total filings have increased 11 percent in 1990 and 6 percent 

1 All references are to statistical years, July 1 - June 30, and unless otherwise noted, the caseload and 
filing figures are from the annual Management Statistics for U.S. Courts published by the Administrative 
Office of U. S. Courts. 
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in 1991. This recent growth is in contrast to the national trend in which civil filings declined 7 percent 

in 1990 and 5 percent in 1991. Nationally, criminal filings rose 6 percent in 1990, but decreased 4 

percent in 1991. In four of the past five years, the District of Maine has led all districts in the First 

Circuit in the number of filings per judgeship. During 1991 there were 834 total filings in the district, 

the highest number since 1988. 

The recent general decline of civil filing nationally has resulted from a significant decrease in the 

number of new filings based upon diversity of citizenship. In 1990, national diversity filings decreased 

by 15 percent and by 11 percent in 1991. One reason for this decline is legislation effective in May, 

1989, which increased the jurisdictional minimum from $10,000 to $50,000. In contrast to the national 

trend, during each of the past 5 years diversity filings in the District of Maine have remained relatively 

constant. Although there was a decline in diversity filings following the 1989 legislation, the number of 

filing in 1991 was the highest since 1987 and represents a quarter of the total caseload. 

TABLE 1 

DISTRICT OF MAINE 

CIVIL CASES FILED BY DIVERSITY OF CITIZENSHIP 

Total Civil Diversity Percent of Total 
Filings Filings Pending Civil Cases 

1991 691 181 26% 
1990 661 142 21% 
1989 607 171 28% 
1988 736 160 22% 
1987 857 185 22% 


While the number of new diversity filings have remained constant in the District of Maine, the 


number of cases removed from state court to the federal court has more than tripled since 1989. In 1989, 

29 state cases, representing five percent of the total civil caseload, were removed to the District of Maine. 

In 1991, 91 cases, representing thirteen percent of the civil cases, were removed from state court. This 

increase is in part a consequence of the more than thirty bank foreclosure actions which were removed 

during 1991 by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation under new legislation permitting it to do so 
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where it has taken over failed state financial institutions. The New England economic recession has 

produced a significant increase in litigation involving banks, some of which have now been taken over 

by the FDIC. The increase in removals is also attributable to significant uncertainty and delays in the 

state court system, which is grappling with an increasing caseload in the face of severe budgeting 

problems and unfunded trial court judgeships. 

In addition to the increase in civil filings, the criminal caseload is also increasing. Maine has 

ranked first or second each year since 1982 among all the districts in the First Circuit in new felony 

filings. The court has made a significant effort to reduce the number of pending cases. Over the past 

seven years, the number of total civil and criminal cases pending in the District has decreased 54 percent, 

from the high of 1,061 cases in 1984 to 575 pending cases in 1991. 

As shown below, in almost every year since 1984 the number of terminations in the district have 

outpaced the number of new filings. While there has been a steady increase nationally in the ratio of 

pending cases to terminated cases (up to .97 in 1989) theratio in the District of Maine has decreased in 

each of the past several years and was remarkably only .65 in 1991. 

TABLE 2 

DISTRICT OF MAINE 
1984 - 1991 

WORKLOAD STATISTICS 

Filings Terminations Pending Cases 

1984 981 969 1061 
1985 972 1037 996 
1986 1018 1054 960 
1987 990 1086 864 
1988 864- 970 758 
1989 708 805 660 
1990 786 782 627 
1991 834 876 575 

Additionally, and in contrast to the national trend, in each of the past several years the median 

time from filing to disposition for civil cases has declined in the District of Maine. In 1991, the median 

time from filing to disposition was 8 months, ranking the District of Maine the nineteenth best out of the 
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94 districts in the nation and the 2nd best in the First Circuit. Civil median time does not include prisoner 

petitions, land condemnation cases, and all recovery of overpayments and enforcement ofjudgment cases 

(primarily student loan and V A overpayments), which, if included, would further reduce the median 

disposition time. The median time for the disposition of criminal felony cases has likewise decreased 

each of the last 3 years to 5.7 months for 1991. 

TABLE 3 


DISTRICT OF MAINE 

1986 - 1991 


Median Time from FiHn& to Disposition 

(in months) 


Criminal Felony 5.7 7.1 8.7 5.7 5.7 5.4 
Civil 8 9 9 10 11 9 

The median time for disposition of civil cases could be improved if counsel more frequently 

elected to consent to trial before the magistrate judges. A consent to proceed before the magistrate judge 

will ordinarily mean that the case will be specially assigned to trial on a date certain, which can be an 

appealing alternative to the district judges' trailing lists of cases. The fact is, however, as seen in Table 

4 below, that counsel consent to the magistrate judges in less than 4 percent of the civil cases. 
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TABLE 4 

District of Maine 
1984 - 1991 

Consent Cases 

Number of Total Pending Percentage of 
Consent Cases Caseload Caseload 

Dec. 1987 130 708 19% 
June 1988 O· 007 0% 
Dec. 1988 3 541 0% 
June 1989 23 536 4% 
Dec. 1989 19 526 4% 
June 1990 14 528 3% 
Dec. 1990 14 474 3% 
June 1991 13 466 3% 

• The full-time magistrate was assigned to all asbestos cases. 
- Magistrate position was vacant from 6110/88 to 10111/88. 


- As of 3/20/89 there were two full-time magistrates. 


As the number of pending cases has decreased, the docket has become more current. Of the 419 

civil cases pending in the district on 9119191, 296 (71 percent) were filed in calendar year 1991 and 96 

cases (23 percent) were filed in calendar year 1990. See Table 5, Appendix. Significantly, in 1991 there 

were only 8 pending three-year-old cases in the district, representing 1.7 percent of the total civil 

caseload. This is substantially lower than the national average, which in 1990 was 10.4 percent. See 

Table 6, Appendix. It is likely that this record can be improved, since in 1990 one of the then two 

judgeships authorized at that time was vacant for 6.5 months. 

In summary, the present state of the civil and criminal dockets in the District of Maine is 

excellent. Civil cases are routinely assigned for trial and terminated within 8 months of filing. Only a 

few matters are ordinarily under advisement for more than 00 days and rarely are any matters under 

advisement for more than 6 months. As of June 30, 1991, fewer than 2 percent of the civil cases had 

been pending for more than three years. Since the third judgeship was filled in August, 1991, it is 

expected that this record can be improved in the years ahead. 
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TABLE 6 

Civil Caseload Pending More Than 3 Yrs. 

District of Maine 
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Trends in Criminal Filings and Resulting Demands 
on the Court's Resources 

The criminal docket has a significant impact on the management of the civil docket. The Speedy 

Trial Act requires the court to act swiftly on criminal matters and as the number of criminal filings 

increases, there is necessarily a diversion of resources to managing the increased criminal caseload. 

Aside from the increasing number of filings, the complexity of the criminal matters before the court is 

significantly greater than in the recent past. For the future, the trend will likely be more matters of 

greater complexity, thereby demanding more judicial resources that would otherwise be available for the 

civil caseload. 

There can be no doubt about the trend in the years ahead. Over the past 18 months, the United 

States Attorney's office and the Department of Justice as a whole have undertaken a number of criminal 

justice initiatives that will have a substantial impact on available judicial resources. These new initiatives 

are primarily in the following areas: financial institution frauds; economic crime in general, 

environmental crime, and weapons-related armed career criminal prosecutions. Since the most recent 

statistics are for calendar year 1990, however, in most of these areas a statistical basis is not as yet 

available demonstrating this expected impact. 

In the District of Maine. substance prosecutions will continue to comprise a substantial percentage 

of the criminal docket. While there is not likely to be a substantial increase in the numbers of defendants 

prosecuted for these violations, the cases themselves will be more complex because they are anticipated 

to involve organizationally-based drug offenses. Indeed. within the past six months two such complex 

cases. which involved both drug and federal income tax violations. resulted in pleas of guilty before trial. 

Had they gone to trial, each of these cases would have involved between four to six weeks of trial time. 

The increasing complexity of controlled substance prosecutions is reflected in other areas, such 

as financial institution fraud, general economic crime, and environmental crime. An illustration of this 

trend is the fact that in six separate areas, the last 18 months has recorded the largest case in dollar 
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amount ever prosecuted in the history of the District of Maine to that type of case. These cases were 

prosecutions for bank embezzlement, government program fraud, defense procurement fraud, commercial 

fraud, commercial extortion, and environmental crime. Fortunately, all but two of the above cases 

resulted in pleas of guilty before trial. If any of the four cases had resulted in trials, there would have 

been a significant requirement for trial time from a week up to a month or more. 

For the foreseeable future, controlled substance prosecutions will continue to be a substantial. 

increasing percentage of the criminal docket. The number of defendants prosecuted for drug law 

violations steadily increased from 23 defendants in 1981 to 100 defendants in 1990. The increased need 

for prosecution of drug- related offenses in the last 10 years is apparent from the ratio of drug-related 

prosecutions to total prosecutions over the last decade. In 1981. the United States Attorney's office 

initiated prosecution of 77 defendants, only 23 of whom were prosecuted for drug offenses. In 1990, 182 

defendants were prosecuted. 100 of whom were prosecuted for drug-related offenses. In the last three 

years the number of prosecutions has leveled off: seventy defendants were prosecuted for drug-related 

offenses in 1988. 120 in 1989 and 100 in 1990. for an average of 96 defendants each year. 

The rate of increase in the number of prosecutions has slowed as a result of the effort of the 

federal and state governments in Maine to bring many more drug case prosecutions in the state court 

system. Prior to 1988 and the implementation of Maine's Intergovernmental Drug Enforcement Act of 

1987, many of these cases would have been prosecuted in federal court. The United States Attorney's 

office has reserved federal prosecution for the more complex or organizationally based drug offenses. 

Thus, even if the number of prosecutions remains constant, the prosecutions themselves will continue to 

be more complex. 

Federal legislation has created an entirely new source of civil cases arising from criminal activity. 

Asset forfeiture cas~ now frequently appear on the docket. The majority of asset forfeiture cases brought 

in the District of Maine are based upon drug related conduct. Although formal statistics are not available, 

the U.S. Attorney's office has records reflecting forfeiture decrees issued in Fiscal Year 1991 (October 
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1, 1990 through September 30, 1991). There were a total of 39 asset forfeiture decrees entered in Fiscal 

Year 1991 covering fifty different assets forfeited to the United States. The dollar value forfeited was 

$1,730,393. 

At present, the U.S. Attorney'S office does not expect a significant increase in the judicial 

workload on these cases in the District of Maine, but there is likely to be a gradual increase in cases as 

the office continues to pursue prosecution of organizationally based drug-related offenses. 

Thus far, the cases have not consumed trial time. Of the 39 decrees entered, only three involved 

trials, none of which lasted more than one day. 

In the next few years, there is expected to be a significant increase in financial institution fraud 

prosecutions. During the past 18 months, the Department of Justice has placed emphasis on the 

investigation and prosecution of financial institution fraud. The United States Attorney's office has been 

allocated one new attorney position for work in this area. In addition to this new position, a portion of 

the time of three other prosecutors has been dedicated to this area. 

This increased emphasis is reflected in a comparison of statistics falling within the categories of 

Larceny, Embezzlement, and Fraud for calendar years 1989 as opposed to 1990. In this district, most 

financial institution fraud cases would fall within one of these three categories, although there may be a 

few additional non-financial institution cases which would fall within those statistical categories as utilized 

by the Administrative Office of the Courts. In calendar year 1989, there were 14 defendants prosecuted 

in those three areas. In 1990, the number had increased to 24. The U.S. Attorney's office expects the 

same rate of increase in calendar year 1991. 

There is also a trend towards increasing sophistication in the cases prosecuted. Although not 

reflected in published statistics, the last year demonstrated a significant shift in the levels of corporate 

responsibility held by the defendants who have been prosecuted. In the current year alone, seven officers 

of financial institutions have been prosecuted. During the last year, thelargest bank embezzlement case 

in the history of the District of Maine was prosecuted. 
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More court time will be required to deal with the increasing complexity and numbers of financial 

institution fraud prosecutions. The district has been fortunate that its financial institution fraud 

prosecutions have not involved illegal activity at the controlling stockholder, director or chief executive 

officer level. In other parts of the country, prosecutions of individuals at these levels have had a 

significant impact on judicial resources available for the civil docket. It remains to be seen whether the 

more significant and numerous prosecutions will be brought by the Department of Justice's newly created 

New England-wide financial institution fraud investigative and prosecutive task force headquartered in 

Boston. 

Within the last 12 months the Department of Justice, working jointly with the Treasury 

Department's Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, has initiated a program of assistance to state 

and local prosecutive entities focusing upon career criminals who use firearms in violent or drug 

trafficking crimes. This initiative produced an increase from 6 defendants prosecuted for weapons and 

firearms offenses in 1989 to 14 prosecuted in 1990. By the end of 1991, this number of defendants has 

appropriately doubled again. While the number of defendants prosecuted will certainly increase, these 

cases are relatively straightforward and usually end in pleas of guilty. Where a trial does result, only 

1-2 days of court time is needed. 

The trend of increasing complexity is present in other areas. In 1990, the largest environmental 

criminal case ever prosecuted in the District of Maine was brought. This case also involved the second 

largest criminal fine ever imposed in the nation for a hazardous waste related offense. 

Prosecutions of the environmental crimes are not numerous, but are labor intensive for 

investigators and attorneys. Accordingly they do not result in large raw numbers in terms of defendants 

prosecuted. Perhaps for this reason the Judicial Workload Statistics complied by the Administrative 

Office of the Courts do not contain a category for criminal environmental prosecutions. The United 

States Attorney's office has designated one member of the existing staff to work on environmental 
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criminal prosecutions. There will be an increasing focus on criminal environmental violations, and 

prosecutions could require significant blocks of trial time. 

Demands on the time of magistrate-judges are likely to increase moderately as immigration law 

enforcement is tightened. The United States Attorney has recently undertaken an initiative to coordinate 

law enforcement activities on both sides of the Maine- Canadian border. As with weapons-related 

offenses, prosecutions in this area are not numerous (8 defendants in 1989, 11 in 1990) or complex. 

Nonetheless, the cumulative effect produces a trend of new crimes, tighter enforcement, more aggressive 

prosecution. and, or the court, a greater demand on resources. 

In addition to the separate category of Financial Institution Fraud, the United States Attorney's 

office has also undertaken an initiative with respect to the prosecution of economic crime. Exemplifying 

this increasing emphasis, three prosecutions in the last 18 months involved the largest cases of their type 

in dollar amounts ever prosecuted in the history of the District of Maine for government program fraud, 

commercial fraud, and defense procurement fraud. Again, the trend is toward a new area of criminal 

enforcement. more complicated subject matter, and more demands upon the resources of the court. 

Recent federal legislation that promises to have a continuing and significant demand on court 

resources are the Federal Sentencing Guidelines. The guidelines have radically.changed judicial 

sentencing policies and have required the court at the judicial and administrative levels to interpret, 

administer, and effectuate a complex set of guidelines in the sentencing of criminal defendants. Indeed, 

in cases in which the court has avoided a trial by accepting a plea of guilty, the guidelines frequently 

require a mini-trial for the purposes of determining the appropriate sentence under the guidelines. This 

is not necessarily a criticism of the guidelines themselves or the policies they seek to effectuate, but the 

day-to-day reality in a federal district court is that the guidelines require increasing amounts of judicial 

resources. The allocation of scarce judicial and administrative resources to new criminal proceedings 

necessarily diverts those resources that might otherwise be available for the civil docket. 
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In summary, federal law enforcement and the demands it places upon the federal courts reflects 

the increasing complexity and diversity of the problems our society faces. In the next decade, 

prosecutions will involve crimes and subject matter that were not significantly represented on the court's 

docket even five years ago. Many of these new areas, such as financial institution fraud and 

environmental crime, are extremely complex and in other areas of the country have required significant 

allocations of judicial resources. The result is an identifiable, substantial impact on the civil justice 

system. 

Trends in Civil Filings and 

Resulting Demands on the Court's Resources 


The civil docket of the federal court in the District of Maine is significantly affected by three 

principal forces beyond its control: the impact of new federal legislation, the indirect effect of policies 

and problems in the state government and state court system, and the economic and sociological character 

of the district. It is not possible to trace the impact of these forces precisely, but general paradigms can 

be used to illustrate the effect of these forces, the trend likely to be seen in the predictable future, and 

the demands these effects have on the court's resources. 

Impact of Federal Legislation 

New federal legislation can have a dramatic impact on the number and complexity of cases filed on the 

civil docket. A clear example of this impact can be seen in the changes in social security egislation in 

the last decade. In 1980, Congress passed legislation which required an accelerated review of existing 

disability cases. As a result of this review, 460,000 people were terminated between 1981-84: a fourfold 

increase over the prior three year period. In September, 1984, Congress enacted Pub.L. No. 8-460, the 

Social Security Disability Benefits Reform Act of 1984. his statute included a moratorium on the 

disability review process or mental impairment cases, the largest proportion of the termination cases. 

At the administrative level, the Social Security Administration, through a series ofpolicy changes, 

tightened the disability standards, particularly in the area of what constituted a "severe" impairment. In 
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this district, it is estimated by legal service organizations that at least 25 percent of the social security 

filings in Maine were "severity" cases. Again, in 1984, statutory changes largely put an end to the 

administration's interpretation. 

The effect of these legislative and administrative changes on the District of Maine was dramatic 

because the termination of and denial of social security disability cases involving mental impairments 

probably accounted for at least 25 percent of the case filings in Maine. When in 1984 statutory 

amendments required the Social Security Administration to revise standards for evaluating mental 

impairment cases, the result was not only a suspension of termination cases involving mental impairments, 

but also reviews. including remands of pending court cases, to redetermine the eligibility of initial 

claimants who are alleging a disability based on a mental impairment. 

The effect upon the civil docket was obvious and dramatic. As Table 7 shows, the number of 

social security filings rocketed from 42 in 1982 to 131 in 1983, representing 15 percent of the total cases 

filed in the district. The trend continued higher in 1984. The legislative changes in 1984 produced an 

immediate and dramatic downward impact on filings, with the result that social security filings were cut 

in half between 1984 and 1986, shrinking from 16 percent of the total number of filings to 7 percent. 

With the exception of a one year spike in 1987, filings continued their downward trend, leveling off at 

15 filings, representing 2 percent of the total cases, in 1990 and in 1991. 

The immediate effect of changes in federal legislation can be seen in other areas. For example, 

although there is a national decline in diversity filings following the increase in the jurisdictional 

minimum in 1989, diversity filings in the District of Maine are at their highest level in five years and the 

number of cases removed from the state court to the federal court have tripled since 1989. In 1991, 13 

percent of the civil cases came to federal court by removal from state court. This increase is in 

significant part a consequence offederal legislation permitting the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

to remove pending state court cases to federal court where it has succeeded to the interests of failed 

insured financial institutions. The result is an immediate and unanticipated increase in the civil docket 
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that is unlikely to dissipate as long as New England's recession continues to produce litigation resulting 

from the coUapse of the real estate market. 

Other changes in federal law , particularly those granting private rights of action, directly increase 

or decrease the demands on the court's resources. The District of Maine, like other districts in the 

country, have seen an increase in the number of Section 1983, ERISA and civil RICO actions. 

Obviously, any federal statute creating new rights or permitting review of agency action in federal court 

produces an increase in filings and a corresponding increase in the demands on the court's resources. 

Impact of State Government 

The federal court in the District of Maine is directly affected by state government policies and 

problems. To the extent that the state court system provides an efficient and predictable means of 

litigating civil cases, the federal court may expect to see a decrease in filings within its concurrent 

jurisdiction; to the extent that the state courts are underfunded and overcrowded, the district experiences 

a corresponding increase. Similarly, problems in the state criminal justice system produced direct effects 

on the federal court through prisoners attempting to bypass the state system and exercise federal rights. 

An example of the effect of state policies and problems on the federal court docket is the 

experience of this district in processing prisoner petitions during the decade from 1981-91. In 1979, the 

state implemented a new procedure for post-conviction review, which tended to reduce the number of 

habeas petitions filed in the district, since the state had provided a swift, orderly and adequate state 

remedy for post-conviction review of constitutional rights. From 1983 through 1991, however, filings 

from prisoners showed a steady increase, increasing by about 20 percent per year. Prisoner petitions 

increased from a low of2 percent of total cases, representing 18 filings, in 1983 to a high of21 percent 

of total cases, representing 137 filings in 1990. ~ Table 8. The vast majority of these cases are filed 

pro se by the prisoners and most are decided without trial on summary judgment or on procedural 

grounds. Although the state continues to provide post-conviction review, the increased number of filings 

by prisoners is due in large part to conditions in the state prison system. It is generally recognized at all 
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levels of state government that the state's principal prison facility is overcrowded, antiquated, and 

inadequate to meet current state demands. These conditions have produced filings in federal court arising 

from double-celling, complaints about classification, administrative segregation, and the like. Although 

there exists an in-house dispute resolution mechanism at the prison, that process has not led many 

prisoners to forego the attempt to seek redress of their grievances in federal court. The federal court has 

little control over this source of filings, and this example illustrates the extent to which the state criminal 

justice system impacts the court's docket. 

Another example of the impact of state problems and policies on federal civil filings is seen in 

the tripling of removals of state court cases to federal court. The state of Maine and its judicial system 

has been required by economic conditions to impose drastic budget cuts. At present, two judgeships out 

of sixteen in the state's principal trial court and one of the seven seats on the state's Supreme Iudicial 

Court have been vacant and unfunded for several months. Budget cutbacks reducing the amount ofjury 

trial time, combined with fewer judges for bench trials, have produced significant delays in the state 

system. By contrast, only three years ago, the state court had created a new fast track docket that made 

state court a swift and predictable path to the disposition of civil cases. The state judicial system's 

budgetary problems during the last two years have produced a predictable increase in the number of 

removed cases and an increase in the number of diversity filings in federal court, where cases are 

assigned to an individual judge or a magistrate-judge and by schedule for trial within eight months of 

filing. To the extent that the state and federal courts have concurrent jurisdiction over matters, it may 

be expected that the number and complexity of filings in the federal court will increase as long as the 

state's judicial system is hampered by a lack of resources. 

Impact of General Economic Conditions 

The federal court in the District of Maine cannot escape the influence of the general economic 

condition of the region and state in which it sits. Generally, an economic recession produces more 

litigation, some percentage of which will find its way to the federal court. The state of Maine has 
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experienced a prolonged economic recession that has produced a wholesale devaluation of the real estate 

market, the corresponding civil litigation to enforce the collection of mortgage notes, the devaluation of 

bank loan portfolios, and the failure of several regional banks. The result is the removal of 

FDIC-administered litigation to federal court, the filing of stock fraud class action suits under the federal 

securities laws, a record increase in bankruptcy filings and appeals, and the other predictable effects of 

economic downturn on the civil docket. 

Conclusion 

The District of Maine, by any standard, has been extremely successful in managing its civil 

docket. With civil cases routinely concluded within eight months of filing, the speed and efficiency of 

the disposition of civil cases in this district represents one of the best records in the circuit, and, indeed, 

in the county. Like other federal district courts, however, the district faces challenges from the 

increasing number and complexity of criminal prosecutions, and the increase in civil filings resulting from 

substantial problems in the state civil justice system and in the state generally. With three district judges 

and two magistrate-judges who have significant responsibility, the district is well positioned to meet the 

challenges it faces in the future. 
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APPENDIXE 


In his memorandum of June 12, 1991, Judge D. Brock Hornby, Chairman of the Civil Justice 

Advisory Committee for the District of Maine, constituted a subcommittee consisting of John DiMatteo, 

Harry Pringle, George Singal and Peter Culley. This Committee was charged with the responsibility of 

identifying "the principle causes ofdelay in civil litigation and, ... consider court procedures and litigant 

and attorney behavior. " 

In furtherance of its task, this Subcommittee has met on several occasions since June, its chairman 

has met with and consulted with the Clerk, William S. Brownell, and the Subcommittee has reviewed and 

evaluated all of the material readily available which we believe bears on the issue of delay. Specifically, 

the Subcommittee has reviewed the Guidance to Advisory Groups Appointed Under the Civil Justice 

Advisory Reform Act of 1991 (February, 1991) for the District of Maine, the District of New Hampshire 

and the District of Vermont; the Guidance to Advisory Groups Appointed Under the Civil Justice Reform 

Act of 1990, SY91 Statistic Supplement (October, 1991); the statistics for the fiscal years ending June 

30, 1991 reflecting the addition of the third action Judge to the District 1991; and the docket sheet for 

each case identified on the list maintained by the Clerk of civil cases pending in the District for three 

years or more as of June 30, 1987 through June 30, 1991. Finally, the members of the Subcommittee 

have contacted counsel in most, if not all, of those cases to discuss with them the reasons why those cases 

lasted longer than three years. 

The following are the significant findings of the Subcommittee. 
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I. 	 Median time from ftling to disposition of a civil case in the District is eight months. Only 
19 out of 94 Districts have a faster median time of disposition. 

In 1991, the median time from filing to disposition of a civil case in the District of Maine was 

8 months. In 1990 and 1989 it was 9 months, in 1988 10 months and in 1987 it was 11 months. (U.S. 

District Court, Maine, - Judicial Workload Profile, 1986-1991; exhibit not attached). This ranks the 

District of Maine as 20th out of 94 Districts nationally and 2nd in the First Circuit in the length of time 

it takes to dispose of cases. ('The higher the ranking the faster the District disposes of cases). 

Although the median time for disposition compares very favorably with national statistics, a 

national comparison or even a comparison within the circuit may not be appropriate. Accordingly, the 

Subcommittee reviewed the median time from filing to disposition of civil cases in the other two Districts 

in northern New England, New Hampshire and Vermont. There are obvious similarities among the three 

states and in each there is one District comprising the entire state. For 1991 in New Hampshire the 

median time of disposition of a civil case was 13 months, up from 12 months in 1990 and from 11 

months in 1989. (U.S. District Court, New Hampshire, - Judicial Workload Profile, 1985-1990; exhibit 

not attached). The District for Vermont has held steady at 10 months for the last three years. (U.S. 

District Court, Vermont, - Judicial Workload Profile, 1985-1990; exhibit not attached). Using the speed 

of disposition of cases as a criteria, it is obvious the District of Maine fares well in both national and 

regional comparisons. 

The Subcommittee recognizes that it should not place undue emphasis on the statistic of median 

disposition times. For example, the average age of cases terminated (median time from filing to 

disposition), can go up when a Court disposes of more cases in a given year. When a Court disposes 

of a large number of cases, it may dispose of many older cases and the median age of the cases can rise 

even though the Court dramatically increased its efficiency by disposing of more cases. This phenomenon 
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does not exist in the District of Maine, however, since the Court has not recently disposed of large 

number of cases which could skew the statistics. 

An equally telling statistic when considering a Court's case load is the ratio of new filings to 

dispositions. In this regard, the District of Maine, with the exception of 1990 when new filings and 

terminations were almost identical, has for the past six years terminated a significantly larger number of 

cases than were filed. During that period, the pending civil case load in the District has declined steadily 

from a high of 996 cases to 515 cases pending at the end of 1991. 

As demonstrated by all readily available data cases in the District of Maine move faster than the 

national average and faster than the Districts of New Hampshire and Vermont which may be more 

appropriate statistical comparisons. 

ll. 	 The number of cases three years old or older in the District is a small percentage of the total 
pending cases and declining. 

The District of Maine keeps records of all civil cases pending three years or more as of June 30 

of each calendar year. That number has declined from a high of 51 cases on June 30, 1981 to 18 cases 

pending as of June 30, 1991. (It should be noted that the most dramatic reduction occurred between June 

30, 1981 and June 30, 1988 when then Magistrate Hornby took responsibility for the asbestos cases 

pending in the District which comprised the vast majority of cases three years old and older). For this 

most recent year end the percentage of civil cases pending in the District for three years or more was 

1.1% of the total pending caseload. In this respect, the District has the lowest percentage of old cases 

in the First Circuit. The District of New Hampshire has the next lowest percentage (4.1 %) and 

Massachusetts the highest (30.5%). 
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m. 	 Case filings in the District of Maine have not increased dramatically. 

Although filings in 1991 increased over 1990, the filings in each of those years was less than the 

filings in any of the )ears 1985 through 1988 inclusive. The 1990 filings were 11 % higher than the 

previous year but during the four years prior to that filings decreased by an average of 17.9%. 

IV. 	 The available full time judicial omcers in the District of Maine increased in 1991. 

At present, the District of Maine has its full complement of three active Judges and two full time 

Judge Magistrates. Although Judge Brody was not sworn in until after June 30, 1991, his position was 

authorized for the District as of that date. Accordingly, the pending caseload per judgeship as of June 

30, 1991 was 192. This is the lowest caseload in the circuit and only five Districts in the United States 

have fewer pending cases per active Judge. 

V. 	 The cases that take longer than three years to conclude are unique and are not delayed due 
to any problems in judicial administration within the District. 

The Subcommittee has spoken with counsel of record in most if not all of the cases that were 

three years old and older as ofJune 30th in each of the previous five fiscal years. These interviews were 

conducted to determine if there were any trends or patterns in those cases that resulted in the much slower 

disposition time. A variety of factors were identified as causing delay in these cases, very few of which 

can be attributed to procedures currently employed in this District. Some were delayed pending decisions 

in companion cases in other jurisdictions or because of an expected dispositive ruling from an appellate 

court, some involved complex legal issues that required additional time and effort by the Court and 

counsel, and some involved parties in bankruptcy. 

Some lawyers commented that cases handled by judicial officers, no longer members of this 

Court, were slow to move. 
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On balance, most counsel felt cases move at about the right pace in this District. Some counsel 

expressed concern at the prospect of cases moving any faster through the system since they feel that if 

cases moved any faster, Justice may not be served. 

CONCLUSION 

Civil cases move expeditiously in the District of Maine. The Committee need not make 

recommendations to move cases faster and indeed should be concerned at the prospect of cases moving 

more rapidly than they do at present. 

Respectfully Submitted By 

Peter W. Culley 
John R. DiMatteo 
Harry R. Pringle 
George Z. Singal 
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APPENDIXF 

REPORT OF TIlE SUBCOMMITI'EE ON cosrs 

The Subcommittee on Costs of the Civil Justice Advisory Committee has endeavored to identify 

the principal causes of cost in civil litigation and to propose suggestions for cost reduction. The 

subcommittee consists of V.W. Dyer, Duane Fitzgerald, Warren Silver, Vendean Vafiades and Harold 

Friedman. (Bruce Bagni, an initial member of the committee, moved out of state and resigned.) 

In order to isolate the sources of excessive and unnecessary costs, the subcommittee conducted 

a series of in-depth interviews with various participants in the litigation process. Specifically, the 

subcommittee interviewed 13 Maine attorneys specializing in litigation, claims managers from four 

insurance companies, corporate counsel for national corporations, as well as the following members of 

the court: Chief Judge Gene Carter, Judges Brock Hornby and Morton Brody, Magistrates David Cohen 

and Eugene Beaulieu, and William Brownell, Clerk of the United States District Court for the District 

of Maine. This report synthesizes the information from these interviews and contains the committee's 

suggested proposals for various cost-cutting measures that can be utilized to reduce the cost of litigation. 

At first glance, it may appear self-evident that the most effective way to cut costs would be to 

encourage more settlements. However, in the District of Maine over 90 percent of all civil cases settle. 

Realistically, there is no practical way to improve upon this high percentage. 

However, procedures geared towards efficient case management would lead to a likelihood of 

earlier settlements in the litigation process, and a reduction in costs. There is a consensus among the 

members of the legal community interviewed by this Committee that court involvement in certain areas 

will result in reducing the costs of litigation. 
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A. View from the Bar 

There was nearly universal agreement among the attorneys interviewed that abuses in the 

discovery process are the primary factor driving litigations costs skyward. 

In particular the attorney interviewees cited the following as the most abusive practices: 

1. Attorneys take too many depositions; 

2. Attorneys serve too many interrogatories; 

3. Attorneys use discovery as an offensive weapon to browbeat and harass opponents. 

There are a number of available methods for reducing discovery abuses. The Court does utilize 

fast-track discovery schedules. A shortened discovery period encourages attorneys to take only the 

discovery necessary for trial preparation and settlement evaluation. A longer schedule allows counsel too 

much time to delve into unnecessary matters. The amount of discovery allowed should be determined 

on a case-by-case basis. For example, the number of depositions or interrogatories allowed could be set 

by the court early on in the litigation; more complex cases would be allowed more discovery latitude 

while simpler, more straightforward controversies would be allowed less discovery. 1 

Requiring a party seeking discovery to show why it needs or is entitled to the information could 

also prevent discovery abuse. A party pressed to demonstrate need would be less likely to request 

excessive information. This requirement would also isolate areas of true controversy when discovery 

disputes arise. 

1 However, some attorneys expressed concern over the proposed amendments to Fed.R.Civ.P. 30 
limiting the number of depositions to ten per side and limiting depositions to one day per deposition. In 
complex controversies, especially those involving numerous defendants, there is concern that the "ten per 
side rule" would be too stringent and lead to numerous disputes among counsel. It was noted that the 
one day per witness rule could lead to problems to the extent that unscrupulous counsel could encourage 
witnesses to dodge questions knowing that the deposition would terminate at the end of the day. While 
these concerns may appear to conflict with the concerns regarding excessive discovery discussed above, 
it highlights the general consensus that courts should exercise hands-on control over discovery matters 
and adopt differential case treatment. See p. 6, infra. 
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There were mixed responses to the proposed amendment to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b}. Some 

interviewees felt that an initial informal exchange of key documents could facilitate discovery by allowing 

the parties to frame the scope of future discovery early~n. Others, however, believe that the new rule 

would lead to more discovery disputes, and thus greater COSts. There was also concern that, because the 

Federal Rules require only notice pleading, an initial requirement that defendants tum over documents 

with only the complaint as a basis for discerning the details of plaintiffs claim, would lead to over-

disclosure in order to avoid the risk of being sanctioned. Attorneys were especially concerned about the 

burden that this Rule would place on defendants in complicated litigation, such as complex products 

liability cases. Opponents of this rule have also criticized it because it may encourage the filing of 

frivolous claims with the hopes of uncovering information during disclosure and because it undermines 

the work-product doctrine by requiring an attorney to reveal his mental processes. 

There have been alternative solutions suggested that seemingly would alleviate these concerns. 

One suggestion is that counsel confer within 30 days of the answer to discuss (I) the nature of the claims 

and defenses; (2) the scope and schedule of discovery; (3) a preliminary exchange of information; and 

(4) settlement possibilities. The matters agreed to would form the basis for a future discovery order.2 

Another proposal is for the plaintiff, early on in the case, to make an initial disclosure of key 

documents and witnesses and a detailed statement of its claim. The defendant, in tum, would file within 

a stated period of time a similar disclosure of documents and witnesses. 

In general, the attorney interviewees believe that Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 as it now exists adequately 

addresses the scope of discovery and Fed. R. Civ. P. 11 and 37 adequately empower the court to sanction 

discovery abuse. Some attorneys, however, believe that courts are too hesitant to employ these sanctions. 

2One interviewee, a representative of the Products Liability Advisory Counsel, an organization 
consisting of corporate counsel and attorneys from the products liability bar, has proposed this "meet and 
confer" framework as an alternative to the proposed change in Rule 26. 
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(It is encouraging to note that a number of attorneys believe that discovery abuse in the District of Maine 

is not as prevalent as it is in other courts.) 

B. View from the Bench 

There is concern among the judiciary that attorneys bring too many unnecessary discovery 

disputes to the court. One suggestion is to demand more strict compliance with Local Rule 16(e), 

requiring counsel for parties to confer before bringing discovery motions. Other suggestions include (1) 

greater use of telephone conferences as a method of speeding up the resolution of discovery disputes; and 

(2) greater use of fast-track discovery schedules to cut back on delay and abuse. 

C. Insurance Claims Manacers 

It should come as no surprise that insurance companies are among those particularly concerned 

about containing costs of litigation. The insurers are particularly concerned with controlling what they 

term "lawyer-driven" costs. 

Although claims manager interviews focused primarily on cost savings through in-house controls, 

the interviewees universally perceive that discovery abuse contributes greatly to increased costs. 

The managers all concur that a vital part of their internal case management is in the control over 

the nature and extent of discovery. One cost-control measure employed by the companies is the 

requirement that counsel prepare a litigation plan and budget for each case that includes an estimate of 

the cost of discovery and analysis of what discovery is necessary. 

Insurers have also taken the following steps to attempt to control costs: 

1. Policies regarding cost control and defense counsel procedures are initiated at a company-

wide level; 

2. Early analysis of settlement possibilities are encouraged; 

3. Defense counsel fee changes are negotiated; 

4. Companies take an active and often leading role in the negotiation of settlements; 
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5. Companies undertake a greater amount of trial preparation work than in the past; and 

6. Claims management representatives attend and participate in all pre-trial proceedings. 

The claims managers were unanimous that court-imposed limits on the number of interrogatories and 

depositions would greatly reduce discovery abuse. 

PROposALS TO BE FURTHER EXAMINED 

A. Initial Case Management b,y the Courts 

The general consensus among the interviewees was more aggressive early case management by 

the court could save substantial time and reduce costs. The court could develop a number of "tracks" 

depending upon the type of case (Le. general negligence. products liability. anti-trust). Each track could 

have its own standing order regarding discovery dates, dispositive motions. trial dates. etc. One 

disadvantage of such a system is that there can be a wide discrepancy in the size and complexity of cases 

within each track. (For example, products liability encompasses a broad range of litigation, from the 

simple to the complex. The court could develop sub-groups within each track to address this concern.) 

Courts could tailor scheduling orders to the particulars of each case. Realistic, yet firm. 

schedules regarding discovery deadlines, dispositive motions, amendment of pleadings and trial dates' 

that are tailored to the nuances of each dispute could play a key role in avoiding disputes among the 

parties and reducing motion practice that drive up costs. H arbitrary limits on numbers of depositions 

and interrogatories were specified in the Federal Rules disputes may only increase. Tailor-made 

discovery orders setting forth such matters on a case-by-case basis, however, could "rein in" counsel 

anxious to conduct unnecessary discovery. Attorney input in the case management plan should be 

encouraged. Active management by the judiciary would especially facilitate the progress of more 

complicated cases. 

'The interviewers consider an early. firm trial date a significant factor in encouraging early 
settlement. 
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B. Court-Sponsored Settlement 

Both the attorneys and judiciary agreed that court involvement in settlement negotiations could 

facilitate early settlement thus reducing litigation costs. One question that must be answered is when in 

the process will court involvement became helpful. Iudicialinvolvement too early, before each side has 

developed an understanding of the other's case, probably would not encourage meaningful negotiations. 

Others include: 

1. Pre-trial conferences with required attendance by clients; 

2. Settlement conferences chaired by a judge; 

3. Encouraging judges to give informal opinions early on in the case in order to facilitate 

settlement negotiations;4 and 

4. In appropriate cases, summary jury trials held at the close of discovery could move parties 

towards settlement.' 

C. Other Court-Driven Case ManaEement Procedures 

A number of attorney interviewees cited prompt rulings on dispositive motions as a source of 

reducing excess costs. Prompt ruling on such motions could lead to disposal of cases without the need 

for complete discovery or trial preparation. Some attorneys suggested that the courts adopt the practice 

of some jurisdictions of suspending discovery while summary judgment motions are pending. 

4 There was a split of opinion among the interviewees regarding whether the judge hearing the case 
should chair the settlement conference or give the informal opinion. 

'The claims adjusters interviewed noted a growing trend within the insurance industry towards 
viewing disputes on a "plan for resolution" rather than a "plan for defense" basis. This change of attitude 
is based upon an awareness that a great majority of cases settle and that early settlement can cut down 
substantially on "lawyer-driven costs." 
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The interviewees were nearly unanimous that ADR should be encouraged and has the potential 

for greatly cutting costs. They felt equally strongly, however, that ADR should not be mandatory and 

should only be pursued if the parties agree to pursue it in good faith. Most interviewees believe that if 

the parties are making a good faith effort to participate in ADR that the court should facilitate it by 

staying any proceedings. 

CONCLUSION 

The Costs Subcommittee has based these recommendations upon the interviews described above 

and upon its review of reports adopted in other districts. These recommendations are not all-inclusive 

and the Costs Subcommittee realizes that other Committee members may have additional opinions or 

opposing views. The Costs Subcommittee intends these recommendations to provide a framework for 

future discussion among the Committee as a whole. 
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APPENDIX G 

December 11, 1991 

Harold J. Friedman, Esq. 
Friedman & Babcock 
Six city Center 
P.o. Box 4726 
portland, Maine 04112-4726 

Re: Subcommittee on Cost in Civil Litigation 
Report on Recommendations Submitted by Insurance 

Company Representatives 
Personal Interviews and Written Questionaire 

Dear Harold: 

Judge Hornsby requested that our sUbcommittee identify the 
principal causes of cost in civil litigation. After meeting 
with your subcommittee members, it was determined the best 
means to obtain this information was by a process of a combi
nation of personal interviews and written questionnaires. 
Your October 29, 1991 "game plan" designated the specific 
assignments for each subcommittee member in respect to interview
ing attorneys, legal representatives and members of the insurance 
industry. 

Subcommittee Assignment - v. W. Dyer 

To insure that we cover all bases in respect to identifying 
the principal causes of cost in civil litigation, it is necessary 
that we obtain the thoughts and viewpoints from the perspective 
of the insurance industry, and particularly, from the claims 
personnel who are responsible for the investigation and payment 
of losses, and managing and directing the litigation. My sub
committee assignment has been to contact insurance company claims 
managers and obtain their suggestions and viewpoints in respect 
to the following: 

1. 	Identifying the principal causes of cost in civil 
litigation 

2. 	How cost containment may be achieved 
3. 	What procedures are being utilized in respect to controll 

ing "lawyer driven costs". 

Identification of the Insurance Companies and their Claims 
Managers who have been interviewed 

1. 	Commercial Union 

27 Pearl Street 

Portland, Maine 04112 


Jim Connellan - Regional Claims Manager 

Ray Spencer - Claims Manager 
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2. 	Hanover Insurance Company 

8 Ashley Drive 

Scarborough, Maine 04070-5001 


John Hall - Vice President - Claims Manager 

3. 	U.S.F.& G. 

100 Foden Road West 

South Portland, Maine 04101 


David McQuade - Claims Manager 

4. 	Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 

2385 Congress St. 

Portland, Maine 04102-0604 


Larry McKay - Claims Manager 

Methods and Procedures Utilized to Assemble Information 

1. 	Questionnaire 

The participating claims managers were initially pro
vided a questionnaire which was to be completed prior 
to my conducting a follow-up personal interview with 
each manager. 

The questionnaire was specifically designed and tailored 
for an insurance claims person's viewpoints and response 
in respect to commenting upon the programs and procedures 
his company was implementing to control "lawyer driven 
costs". 

2. 	Personal Interviews 

A personal interview was conducted with each claims 
manager following his completion of the insurance 
oriented questionnaire which I drafted. In each inter
view the manager's written responses were reviewed and 
discussed. This was followed by posing selected questions 
from the questionnaire you personally drafted. I utilized 
only those that were appropriate for an insurance industry 
spokesman to comment upon. 

Summary of the Insurance Claims Managers Responses to the Written 
Questionnaire 

A sampling of the insurance industry claims representatives 
confirms their serious concerns as to escalating costs associated 
with the judicial process. 

The following is a summary of written answers provided by the 
insurance industry claims management representatives: 

1. 	Implementation of specific claims operating guidelines, 
erocedures and performance standards in respect to 
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controlling and containing legal costs 

Answer: Yes. Without exception the company representa
tives stated that their home offices have takenlcharge 
in 	respect to providing company poli~y, guidelihes 
and operating procedures for the purpose of insuring 
legal expense control. By the same token, several of 
the local managers have supplemented the program with 
their own cost containment initiatives. 

It is interesting to note that in the case of Hanover 
Insurance Company, attention to legal costs is also being 
discussed and managed as a philosophical issue as opposed 
to a procedural issue - for example, emphasis is being 
placed on changing adjusters' attitudes from "plan for 
defense" to "plan for resolution". This is an interest
ing concept and certainly deserves the attention of the 
entire industry since most cases have a value and eventu
ally are settled. Early decision making will contribute 
to efficiently manage "lawyer driven costs". 

2. 	Negotiate competitive hourly rate fee schedules with 
defense counsel 

Answer: Yes. Three of the four companies adhere to the 
above program. They also negotiate fee changes or 
increases when they occur. One of the companies has 
stood firm and has refused to entertain any fee increases. 
In 	the latter case, defense counsel has accepted the 
company's position in view of volume assignments and/or 
exclusive handling of the client's legal matters. 

Hanover Insurance Company advises us they do not negotiate 
competitive hourly rate fee schedules with defense counsel. 
They do refer to the fact that some attorneys provide them 
with "volume discounts". It is their contention that 
"hourly rates have very little to do with defense costs, 
as it is very simple for attorneys to merely bill for more 
hours". They feel that a more significant measuring stick 
is the average cost per case. In order to capture that 
type of data, Hanover states that they are currently 
developing more sophisticated computer programs. 

3. 	Company designates the particular defense attorney to 
handle the lawsuit and provides specific instructions as 
to managing the litigation process 

Answer: Yes. All companies comply 

4. 	After suit has been referred to counsel, company maintains 
responsibility for file direction 

Answer: Yes. All companies are in agreement and comply. 
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5. Company exercises control on all discovery 

Answer: Yes. All companies comply and are in agreement. 
They may discuss with counsel and reach agreement as to 
nature and extent of discovery required. 

6. 	Company reserves the right to conduct all settlement 
discussions before and during the trial 

Answer: Yes. All companies comply. 
However, two of the interviewees state they make 
exceptions when it is felt that defense counsel may 
be 	more effective in dealing with the plaintiff attorney. 

7. 	After suit is initiated, counsel is required to advise 
the company of each and every step that is beinq 
contemplated 

Answer: Yes. All companies are in agreement. 

8. 	Company instructs counsel not to undertake any trial 
preparation work that can be done by its own claims 
staff 

Answer: Yes. Companies basically agree and comply. 
However, one manager states that some of his claims 
staff "tend to delegate to the attorney some trial 
preparation that they could and thus should be doing 
themselves". (Personnel reports deal with this 
performance issue) 

9. 	Detail the initiatives being exercised in respect to 
controlling "lawyer driven costs" where there is adverse 
legal loss expense developments 

Answer: The following information is a composite response 
from all 4 managers. 

a. 	Considering the cost of defense vs the cost of 

settling 


b. 	Require counsel to prepare a budget estimating total 
legal costs for the year and predicting the cost of 
every new file assigned for defense litigation. 
Estimate for cost of defense through trial should 
include discovery, pre-trial and trial. 

c. 	Require interim billing, at least on a 6 month basis. 

d. 	Require use of junior members when possible. 

e. 	Utilizing the alternate dispute resolution process. 

f. 	Refuse to pay for consulting time with fellow attorneys 
in the same office. 
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g. 	Not agreeing to an hourly increase of fees 

h. 	Requiring pro-rating of expenses and time when 
handling a series of cases at court for a n~mqer 
of companies. 

i. 	Commercial Union indicates that it is considering 
creating their own defense counsel's office. (This 
in-house defense office is already functioning in 
respect to handling W.C. claims.) 

Note: It is interesting to nate that Hanover states 
they have experienced a flat growth in legal costs in 
all lines with the exception of W.C. This fine result 
is attributed to implementing the defense plans and 
other issues described in the answers to this 
questionnaire. 

10. 	Require litigating company's claims management represent
atives to attend and participate in all pre-trial pro
ceedinqs with his own counsel. 

Answer: Yes. All companies are totally on agreement. 
It 	has been further suggested that the plaintiff be 
required to attend these proceedings with his own 
attorney. 

Responses of the Interviewees to selected questions as found in 
your civil advisory panel questionnaire 

1. 	Should attorney's fees be awarded to the prevailing 
party? 

Answer: The interviewees are divided on this question. 

2. 	Does abusive discovery exist? Is it a significant 
factor in increasing the cost of litigation? 

Answer: Unanimous - Yes 

3. 	Should there be a limitation on the number of 

depositions and interrogatories? 


Answer: Unanimous - Yes 

4. 	Should clients as well as the attorneys be required 
to attend pretrial conferences? . 

Answer: Unanimous - Yes 

5. 	Do you think that Federal civil cases in this district 
are reached for trial in a timely fashion? If not, do 
they take too long or too short a period of time? 

Answer: Unknown 
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6. 	Do you believe· that the court makes unreasonable 
demands on attorneys that result in increased costs? 

Answer: 	 Interviewees do not have the informati?~ to 
comment. 

7. 	After litigation has commenced, if the parties in good 
faith agree to Alternative Dispute Resolution, 
including arbitration, should the court stay the 
action to facilitate this? 

Answer: 	 The interviewees are div~ded on this matter. 

8. 	Do you believe that ADR can effectively be used to 
save costs? 

Answer: 	 Unanimous - Yes 

9. 	Should the court be authorized to require various 
forms of ADR at the initial pretrial conference? 

Answer: 	 All interviewees agree with the exception 
of one industry representative who does not 
favor arbitration as a form of ADR. 

Assessment of the insurance industry's performance in respect 
to Cost Containment Objectives and controlling "lawyer driven 
costs" 

Generally, insurance industry representatives express concern 
in respect to the proliferation of adverse legal loss expense 
developments. This serious problem is continuing to be 
addressed by both their corporate and local claims managers. 
My interview Of selected claims managers confirms the fact 
that attention is being given to the implementation of specific 
loss control procedures and establishing performance standards 
to reverse the trend and achieve cost containment objectives. 
It is recognized that cost containment cannot be achieved until 
"lawyer driven costs" as well as attorney and client behaviors 
are brought under control. 

Critique: 	My personal assessment of this issue and problem 
(adverse legal loss expense developments) is that the 
various corporate or home office claims management 
personnel have provided the tools and guidelines for 
their field offices, expecting that they will manage 
and achieve cost containment objectives in respect 
to controlling legal costs. 

However, based on my informal and off the record 
discussions with these same interviewees, there is 
reason to believe that there are major players in 
the litigation process who are providing only lip 
service in respect to effective implementation of 
cost containment procedures and policy. It has been 
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suggested that failure of some managers to effect
ively fulfill the mandates of their company may be 
partially attributed to inexperienced claims staffs 
who are assigned exorbitant workloads. This~e~cuse 
is 	not acceptable. Simply stated, it would appear 
that any failure to contribute to cost containment 
objectives rests solely with management who have not 
demanded accountability on the part of their staff 
and required them to meet specific standards of per
formance. 

Summary of Viewpoints and Recommendations.of Insurance Industry 
Representatives 

1. 	Discovery reform must be considered. The present system 
requires an overhaul, it is abused, it has gotten out of 
control, contributes to cost and delay, and it only benefits 
the lawyers who are responsible for creating a nightmare. 

2. 	The concept of requiring defense counsel to prepare a budget 
estimating total legal costs for the year and on every newly 
assigned case appears to be a useful tool and measurement 
guide. It is felt that this will help keep counsel from 
building up hours and expenses. 

3. 	Require interim billing. (6 months or less) This will con
tribute to creating awareness on the part of both attorney 
and client as to the urgency and need for maintaining sensible 
economics - settling now versus defending the case. 

4. 	"Lawyer driven costs" may be partially controlled provided 
the client maintains total case control, prepares case for 
trial, follows the suit pleadings, controls the discovery 
process, attends trial and assumes responsibility for all 
settlement discussions. These are industry representative's 
responsibilities and should not ordinarily be delegated to 
counsel. 

5. 	Negotiate acceptable competitive fee limits and schedules, 
volume discount or flat fee arrangements. 

6. 	Company insurance claims representatives agree that manage
ment staffs on the local level must step in and take charge 
and be made accountable for managing legal expenses. Do not 
allow defense attorneys to "roam unfettered" through the 
system. 

7. 	The court should be expected to take a "hard look" at any 
request for continuances, whether they involve pretrial 
conferences or commencement of trial. 

8. Litigating entities agree that trials should not be continued 
over the weekend provided they can be concluded on a Saturday. 
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9. 	Require litigating company's claims representatives to 

attend and participate in the pretrial proceedings with 

their attorneys. 


10. 	Require plaintiffs to attend and participate in the pre
trial proceedings with their attorneys. 

11. 	Interviewees agree that their cases on the Federal suit 
docket are being processed in a timely fashion - no 
criticism in respect to backlog. 

12. 	Assessment of interest - litigating companies should not 
be subject to penalty over which they have no control. 
It is suggested that this rule be reviewed and assessment 
of interest to commence after a settlement recommendation 
has been submitted (and rejected) by the court at the time 
of the pretrial conference. 

13. 	The industry representatives are urging the court to use 
its influence in pretrial matters and forcefully persuade 
the parties to resolve their differences outside of the 
court room. 

14. 	The industry representatives believe that Alternative 
Dispute Resolution can effectively be used to save costs. 
It is being suggested that the court be authorized to 
require various forms of A.D.R. at the pretrial conference. 

Remarks: 	 Please note that the questionnaire and work sheets 
are attached to this report.* 

Cordially, 

i. \.1f'tf~l~L-
VWD:bd 	 v. w. Dyer J. 

cc: 	 Hon. Gene Carter 

Hon. D. Brock Hornby 


*Al though these were attached to the original report. they are not included here. 
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Exhibits 
(NOT ATTACHED) 

1. 	Civil Justice Advisory Committee Questionnaire 
Drafte1 specifically for insurance industry 
representatives. 

2. 	Response from Commercial Union 

3. 	Response from Hanover Insurance Company 

4. 	Response from U.S.F.& G. 

5. 	Response from Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 
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APPENDIXB 

Each United States District Court shall consider the following principles and guidelines: 

1. 	 Systematic, differential treatment of civil cases that tailors the level of individualized and case 
specific management to such criteria as case complexity, the amount of time reasonably needed 
to prepare the case for trial, and the judicial and other resources required and available for the 
preparation and disposition of the case; 

2. 	 Early and ongoing control of the pretrial process through involvement of a judicial officer in 

A. 	 assessing and planning the progress of a case; 

B. 	 setting early, firm trial dates, such that the trial is scheduled to occur within 
eighteen months after the filing ofthe complaint, unless a judicial officer certifies 
that

(i) 	 the demands ofthe case and its complexity make such a trial date 
incompatible with serving the ends of justice; or 

(ii) 	 the trial cannot reasonably be held within such time because of 
the complexity of the case or the number or complexity of 
pending criminal cases; 

C. 	 controlling the extent of discovery and the time for completion of discovery, and 
ensuring compliance with appropriate requested discovery in a timely fashion; 
and 

D. 	 setting, at the earliest practicable time, deadlines for filing motions and a time 
framework for their disposition; 

3. 	 For all cases that the court or an individual judicial officer determines are complex and any other 
appropriate cases, careful and deliberate monitoring through a discovery-case management 
conference or a series of such conferences at which the presiding judicial officer 

A. 	 explores the parties' receptivity to, and the propriety of, settlement or proceeding 
with the litigation; 

B. 	 identifies or formulates the principle issues in contention and, in appropriate 
cases, provides for the staged resolution or bifurcation of issues for trial 
consistent with Rule 42(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; 

C. 	 prepares a discovery schedule and plan consistent with any presumptive time 
limits that a district court may set for the completion of discovery and with any 
procedures a district court may develop to 

(i) 	 identify and limit the volume of discovery available to avoid 
unnecessary or unduly burdensome or expensive discovery; and 
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(ii) 	 phase discovery into two or more stages; and 

D. 	 sets, at the earliest practicable time, deadlines for filing motions and a time 
framework for their disposition; 

4. 	 Encouragement of cost-effective discovery through voluntary exchange of information among 
litigants and their attorneys and through the use of cooperative discovery devices; 

S. 	 Conservation of judicial resources by prohibiting the consideration of discovery motions unless 
accompanied by a certification that the moving party has made a reasonable and good faith effort 
to reach agreement with opposing counsel on the matters set forth in the motion; and 

6. 	 Authorization to refer appropriate cases to alternative dispute resolution programs that 

A. 	 have been designated for use in a district court; or 

B. 	 the court may make available, including mediation, minitrial and summary jury 
trial. 

Each United States District Court shall consider the following techniques: 

1. 	 A requirement that counsel for each party to a case jointly present a discovery-case management 
plan for the case at the initial pretrial conference, or explain the reasons for their failure to do 
so; 

2. 	 A requirement that each party be represented at each pretrial conference by an attorney who has 
the authority to bind that party regarding all matters previously identified by the court for 
discussion at the conference and all reasonably related matters; 

3. 	 A requirement that all requests for extensions of deadlines for completion of discovery or for 
postponement of the trial be signed by the attorney and the party making the request; 

4. 	 A neutral evaluation program for the presentation of the legal and factual basis of a case to a 
neutral court representative selected by the court at a nonbinding conference conducted early in 
the litigation; 

S. 	 A requirement that, upon notice by the court, representatives of the parties with authority to bind 
them in settlement discussions be present or available by telephone during any settlement 
conference; and 

6. Such other features as the district court considers appropriate after considering the 
recommendations of the advisory group referred to in section 472{a) of this title. 
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APPENDIX I 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 


BETWEEN 


PINE TREE LEGAL ASSISTANCE, INC. 


and 

THE MAINE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 

================================================================= 

Both Pine Tree Legal Assistance, Inc. (hereinafter "Pine 

Tree") and the Maine Attorney General's Office (hereinafter 

"Attorney General") mutually agree to enter into this Agreement 

to serve as a protocol for litigation in federal court between 

Pine Tree Legal Assistance on behalf of its clients, and the 

Maine Department of Human Services. Both parties recognize that 

in an era of declining resources, unnecessary time and expense 

should not be spent on litigation when there are alternatives to 

litigation. Next, both parties recognize and understand the 

concern of the courts that these cases be resolved expeditiously 

and with a minimum of rancor. Lastly, both parties agree that it 

is in the best interest of the citizens of Maine that both 

Offices cooperate in resolving the many legal issues that concern 

the poor and underprivileged citizens of Maine. 

Therefore, Pine Tree Legal Assistance and the Attorney 

General agree that the following protocol should be observed in 

all federal court litigation between Pine Tree Legal Assistance 

and the Department of Human Services, and should not be varied 

from unless good reason exists to do so. Should this protocol 

not be observed in a particular piece of litigation, or its terms 

departed from, both parties shall make an effort to inform the 
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other of this fact in writing, and the good reasons therefore. 

Nothing in this agreement shall interfere with the attorney

client relationship. 

The term "days" as used in this agreement shall refer to 

calendar days. 

PRE-LITIGATION PROTOCOL 

Pine Tree understands the need to notify the State of its 

intent to commence class action litigation, and further 

understands the need for a period of time in which to allow the 

State to review the issue in order to render an opinion regarding 

settlement of the problem. The Attorney General, on the other 

hand, recognizes Pine Tree's obligations to serve its clients, 

and that in some cases time may be of the essence. Both parties 

therefore agree that flexibility needs to be observed on both 

sides in order to allow meaningful settlement discussions to 

occur prior to the initiation of litigation. The protocol shall 

therefore be as follows: 

In cases where Pine Tree Legal Assistance is of the 

opinion that the Department is violating the law, prior to the 

commencement of any class action litigation Pine Tree shall send 

a letter to the Bureau of the Department involved and the Deputy 

Attorney General of the Human Services Division of the Attorney 

General's office regarding its intention to sue if the matter is 

not resolved. In most cases the parties understand that such a 

letter will invoke at least a fifteen (15) day waiting period 

prior to the initiation of any litigation. The Attorney 
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General's office will respond to this correspondence within 

fifteen (15) days of its date. If the Attorney General indicates 

that there is a serious possibility of settlement, that a meeting 

has been scheduled with the agency official regarding settlement 

and that a final decision will be made within thirty (30) days of 

the date of the original Pine Tree letter, Pine Tree will not 

commence litigation until after that date unless time is of the 

essence, or unless delay would otherwise not be in the best 

interest of the client. The parties may agree to an expedited 

schedule when warranted by the circumstances. In appropriate 

cases, settlement may result in the filing of a complaint, 

together with a proposed Consent Judgment. 

If counsel for plaintiff believes that time is of the 

essence, counsel shall notify the Attorney General's office of 

that fact in the preliminary correspondence and shall explain the 

need for expeditious action. Even where the pre-litigation 

protocol appears inappropriate because time is of the essence, 

the parties will still abide by the post-litigation settlement 

protocol. 

In cases where the plaintiff is seeking preliminary relief, 

it is understood that the foregoing time schedule will generally 

not be adhered to. In such cases, the parties will still engage 

in settlement discussions as appropriate. 

COMMENCEMENT OF LITIGATION 

Should pre-litigation settlement negotiations be 

unsuccessful, Pine Tree Legal Assistance and the Attorney General 
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agree that formal service need not be made as required by the 

Maine Rules of civil Procedure. Rather, Pine Tree shall forward 

the Summons and Complaint to the Deputy Attorney General of the 

Human Services Division, along with a Waiver of Service. The 

Deputy Attorney General shall return the Waiver of Service by the 

next day after it is received. 

SCHEDULING ORDER 

Counsel for plaintiff shall provide to counsel for 

defendant a proposed scheduling order with the court at the time 

that the complaint is filed, which shall ordinarily incorporate 

the settlement schedule contained in the attached model 

Scheduling Order. Counsel for defendant shall respond to the 

proposed scheduling order within seven days. The parties shall 

attempt to agree to a scheduling order. The parties shall submit 

their joint proposed scheduling order to the court within 10 days 

of service of the complaint. (Failing agreement, each party 

shall submit a proposed order within ten (10) days.) The parties 

shall endeavor, whenever possible, to submit the case for 

decision on the basis of a stipulated record, recognizing that 

this procedural device allows the court to resolve any lingering 

issues of material fact in researching its decision on the merits 

whereas cross-motions for summary judgment do not. Both parties 

understand that bringing in (or intervention by) a Federal agency 

official will result in a significantly different scheduling 

order. The parties therefore agree to maintain the spirit of 

this agreement in negotiating a proposed scheduling order and 
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discovery schedule when the Federal government is a party. 

A model scheduling order is attached to this Agreement. 

DISCOVERY 

As early in the litigation as 'is appropriate, counsel for 

both parties shall exchange statements as to the scope of their 

discovery needs. Where informal discovery is possible, both 

parties agree to be cooperative and prompt in providing 

information so that resort to more costly and time consuming 

discovery can be avoided. Counsel for both parties reserve the 

right to propound formal discovery requests at any time, 

consistent with the Scheduling Order. 

SETTLEMENT NEGOTIATIONS DURING LITIGATION 

1. Counsel shall conduc~ settlement discussions during 

negotiations in accordance with the settlement schedule contained 

in the Scheduling Order. 

2. If either party believes that further settlement 

negotiations may be fruitful, that party may notify the court and 

request a conference with the District Court Judge or with the 

Magistrate Judge. Unless the parties expressly consent, however, 

settlement conference with the court should not be held before 

the district court judge or magistrate judge who may ultimately 

rule on the merits of the case if the case is not resolved by 

settlement. 

3. Nothing contained in this agreement shall alter the 

obligation of counsel to comply with deadlines imposed by the 

Federal Rules of civil Procedure, by any scheduling order, or 
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otherwise imposed by the district court. 

4. The foregoing procedure may also be initiated by counsel 

to pursue settlement of other matters, e.g., motions for 

contempt. 

5. Throughout the litigation, counsel shall maintain their 

practice of adhering to good faith settlement practices: all 

settlement correspondence shall be responded to promptly and 

thoroughly. 

6. Unless the parties expressly agree to a partial 

settlement, agreements reached on some but not all of the issues 

in litigation are not final until expressly consented to in 

writing by the parties. 

USE OF THE COURT BY THE PARTIES 

Both parties agreed that intervention by the court from 

time-to-time may be useful in resolving disputed issues. Should 

disputes occur, both parties agree to review the possibility of 

seeking a conference of counsel (either by telephone or in 

person) either by the Magistrate Judge, or by the District Court 

Judge. Both parties reserve the right to request such a 

conference on their own, even if the other party disagrees with 

that judgment. 

JOINDER OF FEDERAL DEFENDANTS 

The parties shall make expeditious decisions regarding 

joinder of federal officials as parties. The defendant, where 

possible, shall join such parties no later than by the time the 

state defendant files its Answer or Motion to Dismiss. 
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SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY AND CLASS CERTIFICATION 

When the Department does not object to certification of a 

class, other than in the context of a sovereign immunity claim, 

the parties agree that they will stipulate that the class may be 

certified, but that the Department does not waive its objection 

to raise its sovereign immunity defense with respect to the 

relief which may be ultimately awarded to the certified class. 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

The parties agree that the above-stated protocol shall be 

utilized in litigation between Pine Tree Legal Assistance, Inc. 

and the Maine Department of Human Services from the date the 

final signatures by the party, and shall remain in effect until 

otherwise amended or terminated by either of the parties. 

The parties shall review this agreement within one year and 

shall make any modifications which appear appropriate. 

r I IDated: _"c.. I?/!.'-';;t; r I ,.'> , 1992 
J Ch~iq£~

Deputy Attorney General 
Office of the Attorney General 
Human Services Division 

Dated: cd..k.-.'i ~ ).. J G:Jivib.CMLL lJs1 ., 1992 
,I Linda Christ, Esquire/I 

Pine Tree Legal Assistance, Inc. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 


DISTRICT OF MAINE 


) 

-------------------, ) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff ) 

-vs
) 
) civil No. _____________ 
) 

COMMISSIONER, KAINE ) 
DEPARTMENT OF HUHAN' ) 
SERVICES, ) 

) 
Defendant ) 

SCHEDULING ORDER 

Unless a party, directly or through counsel, files within 

ten (10) days a statement seeking alteration of one or more of 

the provisions of this Order or specifically requests a 

conference, this document shall thereupon become the Scheduling 

Order of this Court and shall govern all further proceedings in 

this matter. 

Subject Matter Jurisdiction: Federal Question 

Jury Trial: None 

Deadline for Joinder of Other Parties and Amendment 
of the Pleadings: 

[If case is to be submitted for decision on basis of a 
stipulated record (see Boston Five Cents SaVe Bank v. Secretary 
of the Dep/t of Hous. & Urban Dev., 768 F.2d 5, 11-12 (1st C~r. 
1985):] 

Deadline for stipulated Record and Cross-Motions for 
Judgment on the Basis of The Stipulated Record 

Deadline for Memoranda supporting Cross-Motions 
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Deadline for Reply Memoranda 

[otherwise:] 

Deadline for (Plaintiff's) (Defendant's) Motion for 
Summary Judgment and Supporting Memorandum; 

Deadline for Memorandum in Response: 

Deadline for Memorandum in Reply: 

Deadline to Complete Discovery: 

Deadline for Filing of all Motions with supporting 
Memoranda: 

Expected Trial Date: The parties shall expect to try this 
case during the month of 

Further Matters in Aid of Disposition: 

a. Counsel for plaintiff shall furnish to counsel 
for defendant a written settlement proposal no later 
than seven (7) days after the filing of the 
Scheduling Order. 

b. Counsel for defendant shall confirm receipt of 
the settlement proposal within seven (7) days 
thereafter and shall make a preliminary indication, 
in writing, as to whether the case is amenable to 
settlement. 

c. Counsel for defendant shall, within thirty (30) 
days of the date of plaintiff's settlement 
correspondence, make a full and formal written 
response to each aspect of the settlement proposal. 

d. If settlement appears possible, counsel for 
plaintiff and defendant shall hold a good faith 
settlement conference within ten (10) days of 
defendant's settlement response. 

e. Within seven (7) days of the conference, 
plaintiff shall submit to counsel for defendant a 
written statement of those issues which have been 
agreed to. Counsel for Plaintiff shall confirm 
agreement in writing within seven (7) days of the 
date of defendant's letter. 

Counsel are hereby advised that, absent some excusable 

circumstance, discovery initiatives must be taken sufficiently 
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in advance of the discovery deadline to permit the opposing 

party to file in advance of the discovery deadline its 

appropriate response within the period allowed by the civil 

rules for such response. 

SO ORDERED. 

____________________________ , Maine thisDated at day of 
______________________ , 19_____ 

united states District/Magistrate 
Judge 
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Innovations Break Asbestos Litigation Logjam 

D. Brock Hornby, United States Magistrate 

On June 30. 1986.328 asbestos cases were pending in the 
District of Maine. well over one-third of the coun's civil 
docket. Only a small number of lawyers were available to 
try them; and only one judicial officer, Senior Judge 
Edward T. Gignoux, could preside. Yet by April. 1987. 
that caseload had declined to 141 cases after only 34 trial 
days. This efficient resolution of such a large number of 
complex cases is attributable to the hard work and dedica
tion of the lawyers together with the use of some innovative 
judicial procedures. 

Finding an efficient procedure for these difficult cases 
was not without its false stans. An early attempt to try 
consolidated groups of ten cases proved too cumbersome. 
requiring 35 days of trial before a jury verdict was rendered 
in the 6 cases which did not settle before trial. Judge 
Gignoux next consolidated the entire asbestos case load 
(most of the cases originated in one of Maine's two 
shipyards) for trial on the issue of strict product liability, 
expecting to follow it with a regular schedule of summary 
jury trials on damages in each plaintiffs case. After 
repeated (and unsuccessful) settlement conferences, 
however. all panies came to oppose the consolidated 
liability trial, insisting instead that a variety of Maine jury 
verdicts on damages would do the most to foster mean
ingful settlement negotiations. 

As a result of ideas gleaned from discussions with 
Maine's asbestos lawyers. several other judges and law 
professors, and as a result of the panies consenting to my 
trying the cases under 28 U.S.C. §636(c), Judge Gignoux 
and I signed a joint order on June 10. 1986 which 
(I) created a so-called Suspense Docket; (2) established a 
trial schedule for the two of us spanning the next 21 
months; (3) set all pending cases for trial in groups of 15 to 
25; and (4) directed that, in each group. a single jury would 
first determine damages for each plaintiff consecutively in 
separate trials. and then determine liability in a con
solidated trial. The trial dates established by this order were 
then applied to an ambitious uniform discovery timetable 
which the lawyers had negotiated. Cases filed after June 10. 
1986 have likewise been added to this trial and discovery 
schedule. 

Suspense Docket 

By electing to go on the suspense docket, plaintiffs 
transfer their cases from the active to an inactive 
trial docket. Our suspense docket is a modification of a 
procedure instituted by the lawyers and Judge Rya Zobel in 
the District of Massachusetts. Its rationale is that a signifi
cant number of plaintiffs, with counsel's advice, me suit 
even though they have only minimal symptoms. They fear 
that the statute of limitations may be running as a result of 

these symptoms and might thereby preclude recovery for 
later, more serious injuries. These plaintiffs presumably 
have little desire to proceed to trial for what are still only 
minimal damages but are unwilling to engage in any settle
ment that would preclude them from later recovering 
damages if their conditions worsen. The defendants do not 
wish to pay money in cases where little apparent injury has 
yet occurred and may never occur. especially if the settle· 
ment agreement leaves open their exposure to later. more 
serious injuries. By using the suspense docket, plaintiffs 
need not engage in the expense of trial for what are still 
minimal damages. but are protected in their right to recover 
if their symptoms later worsen. For defendants. the 
procedure is costless and carries the possibility that plain
tiffs will live out their lives without significant injury from 
asbestos. 

There is a deadline (3 weeks before trial) for plaintiffs' 
elections to use the suspense docket so that it does not 
simply become a last-minute escape valve for a case that is 
not prepared for trial. The parties have agreed and the coun 
has entered as pan of its order the additional requirements 
that a case coming off the suspense docket go to the end of 
the trial list and not in any event proceed to trial earlier than 
9 months from the date the plaintiff elected the suspense 
docket. Moreover, prejudgment interest is waived while 
the case is on the suspense docket. Some 95 cases have 
already elected the suspense docket. a prima facie indica
tion of its usefulness. 

Reverse Bifurcation 

"Reverse bifurcation" is the inevitable obfuscatory 
jargon coined by lawyers and judges to describe the trial 
of a case where damages are established first and liability 
second. Variations on this procedure have been used in 
federal couns from Pennsylvania to Texas, but Maine has 
its own peculiarities. Our bifurcation contemplates the 
following division in the two phases. Phase one establishes 
medical causation and damages-Le., does the plaintiff 
have a disease caused by exposure to asbestos or was it 
caused by something else such as other chemicals or 
cigarette smoking; and if asbestos exposure is the cause, 
what are the plaintiff's total compensatory damages without 
regard to contributory negligence or assumption of the risk 
and without regard to which, if any, defendant or 
defendants are liable. Phase two establishes whether any 
defendant is liable on a theory of either negligence or strict 
liability (breach of warranty claims are generally waived), 
reduces the previous damage verdict for assumption of the 
risk or contributory negligence. if any, and allocates the 
damages among the defendants. 

(Coot. on pg. 34) 
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Asbestos Litigation (from pg. 33) 

In phase one (damages) trials. cases in each group are 
scheduled in a generally ascending order of severity: 
asbestosis and pleural plaque. then lung cancer, then 
mesothelioma. This avoids inflaming the jury with the 
possibility of serious consequences in cases where those 
consequences do not exist. Since the jury goes through an 
educational process in hearing a sequence of cases, the 
opening statements and the details of the expen testimony 
generally diminish as a panicular group of cases goes 
forward. Moreover, a fairly standard set of jury instruc
tions has emerged and counsel quickJy learn how the coun 
will rule on cenain evidentiary matters so that full argument 
need not be repeated each time. The phase one (damages) 
trials have run one to three days each and usually talee two 
days. A consolidated phase two (liability) trial is estimated 
to require about three trial weeks. 

Consolidation, Trial Calendars, Jury Selection, 
Discovery 

In the June, 1986 order, trials were scheduled for the 
consolidated case load on the following basis. In each of two 
succeeding months, separate groups of IS to 25 cases were 
set for trial on medical causation and damages. Every third 
month was left free for consolidated liability trials of the 
preceding two months' cases. Although the earliest groups 
of cases were grouped by plaintiffs' lawyer, shipyard and 
trade, most of the docket was grouped simply by shipyard 
and date the complaint was filed. An extensive discovery 
order (prepared mostly by agreement) governs all the 
significant events in pretrial preparation including custody 
of x-rays and specimens, supplemental answers to inter
rogatories. identification of expens, provision of expen 
repons. etc. As the trial approaches, the lawyers are given 
a date by which they must provide the coun their occur
rence and expen witness lists. An extensive juror question
naire is then mailed to all potential jurors requiring their 
answers under oath to a wide variety of questions ranging 
from employment. educational history and smoking 
history. to their acquaintance with panies, witnesses. and 
their knowledge about asbestos. The lawyers are given 
access to these written responses and. before the jurors are 
brought in, attend a hearing at which they may advance 
challenges for cause. In this way, cenain jurors need not be 
brought into coun. The Clerk's office estimates that for 
each voir dire the process has saved the Government more 
than $10,000 in juror fees and mileage. Moreover, the 
attorneys obtain better information about prospective jurors 
and have more time to consider their positions on 
challenges for cause and. ultimately, on peremptory 
challenges. The "screened" juror pool is then assembled 
for oral voir dire, additional challenges for cause. and 
peremptory challenges. 

Settlement Information 

Law clerks prepare chans which list each case that has 
gone to trial. cenain characteristics of each case (plaintiffs 

age, disease, work history, etc.), and the ultimate damage 
award. The clerk's office then forwards these chans to all 
asbestos counsel. Although the lawyers can prepare such 
charts on th~ir own, and some obviously do, our goal is to 
be sure that the information is fully disseminated 
to encourage settlements. Not surprisingly, and quite 
properly, the lawyers have been quick to call our attention 
to any errors or omissions in the data. 

Results 

From a docket management point of view, the procedures 
I have described must be adjudged a resounding success to 
date. Ninety-five cases have voluntarily gone on the 
suspense docket. Of the remaining 233 cases, 18 have 
undergone a complete or panial (directed venfict, voluntary 
dismissal, settlement, etc.) phase one trial. All of these 
have thereafter settled, apan from cenain third pany 
claims, so that no phase two Oiability) trial has yet been 
required. Seventy-four other plaintiffs have settled or 
dismissed their cases with the defendants as a result of the 
lawyers' analysis of the damage verdicts. Of the initial 328 
cases, then, only 141 remain after 34 trial days. (In addi
tion, 27 new cases have been filed since June 10 of 1986.) 

More imponantly, can the procedures be adjudged a suc
cess from the point of view of the administration of justice? 
From where I sit, I can give only a panial answer and must 
leave to the lawyers and panies a more complete response. 
First, it seems apparent that providing a day in coun to 
parties who have been waiting up to 81h years to have 
their cases heard is an imponant step forward. Second, 
procedures that cost significantly less (two trial days versus 
several weeks) to provide a final resolution are beneficial to 
al.l panies if the final resolution is just. Third. a process that 
enables panies to settle a case voluntarily and produce an 
agreed-to final resolution without the uncenainties of litiga
tion and the delay of appeals is proper. 

Are the verdicts and the inferences used in settlement 
negotiation reliable? I believe that overall they are within 
the range of what might reasonably be expected from 
Maine juries (there are obvious exceptions as in any in
dividual trial). I leave to Maine's lawyers the ultimate 
answer to this question. 

Finally, can any of these procedures usefully be :ried in 
other contexts? 

Two successful components of asbestos case manage
ment were already integral pans of docket management in 
Ponland: firm discovery timetables and firm trial dates. 
These are elements which I believe panies and lawyers 
always prefer and deserve in preparing a case for trial. 
Consolidation is also a frequently useful device where cases 
have imponant factual issues in common. What is Lnusual 
here is only the number (328) of cases sharing common 
issues. 

Written juror questionnaires can be useful in exceptional 
cases but are not wonh the time and effon for tnwitional 

(ConI. on pg. 35) 
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Asbestos Litigation (from pg. 34) 

cases. The procedure is not unique to Maine, but is used 
from time to time in high media publicity cases. Judge 
Gignoux used it, for example, in impanelling a criminal 
jury for the trial of Judge Alcee Hastings in tt.e Southern 
District of Aorida. To get the questionnaire drafted, 
distributed, returned and analyzed, however, requires 
significant advance notice and significant effort, and must 
be reserved for exceptional cases. 

What about reverse bifurcation? The process deserves 
consideration if a short damages trial and a lengthy liability 
trial is predicted. The damage verdict may be all the parties 
need to settle the matter. If there is a multitude of parallel 
cases so that repeated liability trials are likely. the process 
deserves even more consideration. Finally, if the same 
group of lawyers and lor the same nucleus of defendants is 
involved in each case, the arguments for reverse bifurcation 
are increased. Generally, however, I suspect the process is 
appropriate only for a fairly narrow category of cases. 

The suspense docket, although highly useful for the 
asbestos caseload. could possibly be abused if it were 
generally available. Some of you, however, are probably 
familiar with an available device that serves the same 
purpose: agreement by a defendant not to plead the statute 
of limitations if a plaintiff voluntarily dismisses a case 
without prejudice, reserving the right to re-file if his or her 
symptoms worsen. 

Finally. all lawyers recognize the value of accurate infor
mation on verdicts and settlements~ this very publication 
has contributed by making such information regularly 
available. Obviously. the courts cannot regularly be in the 
business of generating the infonnation. but perhaps it 
is only a matter of time until some entrepreneur 
systematically collects and computer codes it according 
to various criteria so that a lawyer can obtain the range of 
verdicts in specific situations. 

Conclusion 

What seemed an intractable logjam of asbestos cases only 
months ago has now been broken. and the cases are moving 
forward to resolution in an orderly and expeditious manner. 
Thanks to the hard work and dedication of Maine' s asbestos 
trial bar. the procedures I have described are working 
effectively. and the District of Maine can be proud of being 
in the forefront of devising innovative methods of fair. 
effective. and efficient dispute resolution within the 
traditional court structure. 

D. Brock Hornb,\' has .ten'ed as United Stalt's Magistralt' 
for the District of Maine since 1982. Before this appoint
ment, Magistrate Hornb,\' was a panner in the Ponland fin1l 
ofPerkins. Thompson, Hinckley & Keddy and an associalt' 
professor 01 the Unil'ersiry of Virginia School of LAw. A 
graduate ofthe Unil'ersity of Weslern Ontario and Han'ard 
Law S''hcwl. he has been a('I;I'e in many ci,';c and profes
sional organi:.ations. and has been published in St'\'eral law 
rt'l'ielt.'s. Magistrate Hornby welcomes your comments on 
the processes described in his ankle. 

Editor's Note: 1M following commtftI,J on Wws raised by 
MagistraJe Homhy conti! from Maine's asbutl1l1 trial bar, l.indtI 
Monica's firm (Bernstein, SIrur, Sawy~" Nelson) rqlmeMS tlu! 
Asbuto$ Claims Facility Defmtl4nts. Thomas Sc/uIIJDJ's firm 
(Perkilu, Thompson, HindcU!y " Keddy) represeMS thfeNJDnt 
Eastern Refra.ctoriu. 

Thomas Scbultea 
The 1986 asbestos trials were single-issue trials. Nothing was 

presented for jury resolution but the amount of damages at
tributable to the plaintiff's asbestos exposure. Yet the trial of only 
one issue among many. in only 18 cases among the 187 cases 
disposed of between June 1986 and April 1987. brought about a 
S7'!b reduction in the asbestos docket in the District of Maine. 
What is at work behind these numbers is the interaction of the 
litigated result with a negotiated result that had been achieved on a 
broader front. the two together resulting in fmal case dispositions, 
Put differently, the success that was achieved was a success in 
isolating the key issue and in selecting the procedural devices by 
which to expose just that one issue to trial. 

If the achievement of the District of Maine 1986 asbestos litiga
lion was one of selection. it foUows thaI the worth of the pro
cedura.l devices themselves remains unproven. Here the numbers 
are of no help. We know that 9S plaintiffs obtained suspense 
docket status (some suspense docket elections were successfully 
challenged) without knowing whether the preponderant. result will 
be increased case dispersion rather than avoidance of trial. 
"Reverse bifurcation" worked to eliminate the need for extended 
all-issue trials in 18 consecutive cases. all with a slrong family 
resemblance, but we don't know whether it will work in the 19th 
case, or whether the reason for its fallure will result from some 
shortcoming inherent in reverse bifurcarion or from a cbange in 
some other aspect of the case. As a method of case presentation, 
reverse bifurcation arguably increases !he unpredictability of the 
result. The practice of consolidation into groups of as many as 25 
cases for trial, which requires one plaintiff after another, without 
interruption, to present his or her damage case to the same jury. 
quite possibly affects the outcome of some of those cases by 
nothing more than their order within the group, Perbaps these 
drawbacks are justified by the special context of the asbestos litiga
tion, but if it is the context which supplies the justifICation. the 
limits of such a justification oUght to be respected. 

Linda A. Monica 
Suspense Docket 

The "Suspense Docket" has helped to solve one of the most 
troubling aspects of the asbestos litigation, that is, what to do with 
pending Claims of individuals who may have been exposed to 
asbestos but who have no asbestos-related symptoms or disability . 
The ACF Defendants. as defendants in any civil suit, were and are 
opposed to paying money to senle cases where there are DO present 
damages and may never be any damages. 

"Reverse Bifurcation" 
In any civil lawsuit. one issue on which !he puties are usually 

far apart is the value of the case for settlement purposes. In the 
context of a single civil action. it is easier for the parties to bridge 
that gap than it is in the asbestos litigation, since the settlement of 
one asbestos case will directly impact on the settlement value of 
many other "similar" cases. Therefore. the realistic settlement 
value of an asbestos case takes on greater importance when viewed 
in !he context of the number of pending cases. With both sides 
believing that their value of the case was the more realistic. jury 
verdicts on damages were essential if these cases were to ever be 
resolved. 

(Cont. on pg. 39) 
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Protection from Abuse 
(from pg. 38) 

enjoined from the abuse of the other. The coun may then go 
on to provide the other relief allowed by the statute. It 
appears that without a finding that abuse has occurred, the 
court has no jurisdiction to enter an order. even if the 
panies wish it. 

Even when abuse has been admitted, a third area of dif
ficulty for counsel concerns the litigation over the 
appropriate relief. It is not uncommon to find yourself 
litigating possession of the marital home. primary residence 
ofthe children. and visitation rights with very little prepara
tion time. Not only does the defendant have a right to a 
hearing within 21 days. there is a right to an expedited hear
ing on two days notice. Your client will have to live with 
the resulting order through the divorce process unless he or 
she moves for dissolution or modification pursuant to Title 
19. M.R.S.A. Section 765(5). 

A fourth point to consider is the temptation to send your 
client to coun to get her own order. Of course. the client 
saves legal fees. However. she may improperly allege the 
facts. fail to put the case across. and receive inadequate 
relief. If the case goes to hearing. the lawyer and client will 
have to live with the facts sworn to. Again, you may be 
haunted by the petition and its result during the ensuing 
divorce. At a minimum. it is prudent to aid the client who 

has not already gone to court pro se, in preparing the com
plaint. If possible. it is always preferable to accompany a 
client to see the judge, ensuring that appropriate relief is 
requested. 

One last caveat: getting an order and enforcing it are two 
different matters. Enforcement relies on the day-to-day 
judgment calls of the officer on the scene, the workload of 
the particular enforcement agency, and, of course, the 
cooperation of the District Attorney's Office in prosecution 
of an alleged violation. Often the attorney's greatest con
tribution is as a liaison between the victim and the 
authorities. But, this is a subject for another essay. 

The Complaint for Protection from Abuse is a powerful 
tool for the victim of abuse and the divorce practitioner as 
well. However, the procedure must be implemented with 
care, treated with respect, and above all, its use must be 
limited to appropriate cases. 

Judith W. Andrucki practices with the Lewiston firm of 
Marshall, Raymond & Bonneau, P.A. A graduate of the 
University of Maine School of Law, she aLro received an 
M.S. T. from Cornell University. Her practice concentrates 
on civil litigation, family /aw, and employment maners. 

MTLA Announcements: 
W ANTED! A few good attorneys looking for an 

opportunity to sharpen their oratory skills, improve 
their writing. and test their ability to think on their 
feet. 

The battle to save Maine's civil justice system is not 
over. New bills to abolish joint and several liability 
and the collateral source rule; to put caps on jury 
awards and your fees; and to end product and cor
porate liability are being filed daily in the Maine 
Legislature. The insurance industry and its Liability 
Crisis Alliance are pressuring your legislative 
representatives to pass laws designed to strip your 
clients of a fair chance to be fully compensated for 
their injuries by Maine judges and juries. 

The Maine Trial Lawyers Association needs 
volunteers to attend legislative committee hearings and 
to argue the people's case on tort refonn. 

If you are willing and committed, call Maine Trial 
Lawyers Association. Executive Director, Suzanne 
Harland. at (207) 623-2661 or write Maine Trial 
Lawyers Associ;uion. Post Office Box 428. Augusta. 
Maine 04330. At stake is the preservation of a civil 
justice system that has taken over 900 years of evolv
ing English Common Law to build. 

Asbestos LitigJ!tion (from pg. 35) 

As the Magistrate points out. no liability trials have yet been re
quired. One possible reason for this is that it appears easier for the 
panies to evaluate the effect of the liability issues on a known 
damage award than it is for the panies to guess at what a jury will 
award for damages. Accordingly. cases in which there have been 
jury verdicts on damages have been resolved by each side 
recognizing appropriate discounts related to various defenses 
which would be raised in a liability trial. 

Jury Selection 

The juror questionnaires have been very helpful, especially in 
these cases where many potential jurors have opinions concerning 
asbestos and smoking about which they must be questioned. The 
questionnaires have cenainly provided the lawyers with much bet
ter information about prospective jurors than would be otherwise 
available and, having this information, the Court and attorneys 
have been able to conduct further oral voir dirt in a more focused 
and efficient manner. Although the written questionnaires can 
never be a substitute for oral voir din, the procedure in Ihese cases 
have saved time and mone), to all involved. 

Conclusion 

While the Defendants appreciate the Magisttllte's recogRltion 
that the "hard work and dedication of Maine's asbestos trial bar" 
have enabled the above procedures to work effectively in Maine. 
the efforts of the Coun cannot be overlooked. A situation lib: the 
Maine asbestos cases requires continual time and aacntion from 
the Coun on numerous discovery and pretrial matters and. of 
course. for actual trials. There is no question that the hours spent 
on these cases by Judge Gignoux. Magistrate Hornby and Coun 
personnel have been an essential ingredient in the overall process. 
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW APPENDIXK 

ONE PORTLAND SQUARE 

P. o. BOX see 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112-0586 

(207) 774-4000 

FACSIMILE (207) 774-7499 OFFICES IN: 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 

KENNEBUNK, MAINE 

CHARLES A. HARVEY, JR. 
November 13, 1992 

The Honorable D. Brock Hornby 
united states District Court 
District of Maine 
156 Federal street 
Portland, Maine 04101 

Re: civil Justice Advisory Committee: Fee Arbitration Panel 

Dear Judge Hornby: 

As you suggested, I looked into the experience of the fee 
arbitration panel, particularly as it relates to our charge to 
reduce the cost in litigation. I spoke with Roger Therriault, 
who heads the panel. As you may know, the fee arbitration panel 
is payee initiated, which means that it can be initiated not 
only by the client, but by anyone responsible for the payment of 
the legal bill, such as an opposing party in a domestic 
relations matter. The arbitration process is compulsory for 
lawyers if it is invoked by the client. 

Roger informs me that approximately two-thirds of the cases 
handled by the panel arise from domestic relations matters. I 
suppose we should not be surprised at this given the combination 
of the emotional content of these cases and the frequency of 
payment obligations imposed on opposing parties. 

Of the remaining one-third of the docket, a large proportion 
of the cases is shunted into arbitration by clients sued by 
attorneys. In a significant fraction of these cases, there is 
really no dispute about the engagement of the attorney and the 
performance of the work: the client either simply can't payor 
is upset at the amount of the fee. Only two cases have involved 
contingent fee agreements, and one of those was dismissed for 
lack of jurisdiction since it was really a dispute between two 
attorneys as to how the fee should be split. The other 
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contingent fee case involved a question of whether the fee 
should be calculated on the amount of cash involved in the 
settlement or the cash combined with the fair value of a 
conveyance of land pursuant to the settlement. 

As the discussion above indicates, the fee arbitration 
panel's experience probably has little application to our task. 
I do think that it is worth pointing out, however, that Roger's 
experience has been that the problems seem to arise from the 
failure of lawyers to communicate clearly fee arrangements and 
the economics of litigation and, even where the lawyer does 
communicate, the failure of the client to believe or absorb the 
information. 

In any event, I thought I would report on my conversation 
with Roger. We can follow up further if you think it would be 
fruitful. 

Sincerely, 

CAHjr:cw 
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